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Abstract
Hypophonia (low speech intensity) has been found to be the most common speech
symptom experienced by individuals with Parkinson’s disease (PD). Previous research
suggests that, in the PD population, there may be abnormal integration of sensory
information for motor production of speech intensity. In the current study, auditory
feedback was systematically manipulated during sensorimotor conditions that are known
to modulate speech intensity in everyday contexts. Twenty-six individuals with PD and
twenty-four neurologically healthy controls were asked to complete the following tasks:
converse with the experimenter with varying distances between the participant and
listener (near and far distances), vowel prolongation, read sentences at a comfortable
loudness, complete a magnitude production task (reading 2 times louder, 4 times louder,
maximum loudness), and complete an imitation task (50dB, 60dB, 70dB, 80dB), while
hearing their own speech intensity randomly altered. Altered intensity feedback
conditions included 5, 10 and 15dB reductions and increases in the feedback intensity.
Participants were also asked to read sentences with and without an instruction to attempt
to ignore the auditory feedback. Speech tasks were completed in no noise, background
noise, and a complete masking noise condition. Outcome measures included speech
intensity (dB) and loudness perception ratings obtained using a visual analogue scale.
Overall results indicate that individuals with PD display a reduced response to the altered
intensity feedback in all speech tasks, suggestive of abnormal of processing of auditory
feedback for speech intensity regulation. Specific deficits related to the perception of
self-loudness are suggested based on the current findings. Clinical implications are

discussed as they relate to understanding specific deficits of auditory processing for
speech impairments in PD.
Keywords: Parkinson’s disease, movement disorders, sensorimotor integration, auditory
feedback, altered auditory feedback, auditory masking noise, speech intensity, loudness
perception
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Summary for Lay Audience
Approximately 80% of individuals with Parkinson’s disease (PD) experience low
speech intensity. Previous researchers have shown this speech problem has a negative
impact on overall quality of life. The cause of this speech problem is unclear and this
prevents appropriate therapy development. Producing speech intensity that is appropriate
when communicating with others is a complex process, which involves regulating selfproduced speech intensity, monitoring ambient or background noise in the surroundings,
and maintaining speech loudness throughout a conversation. It is possible that the low
speech intensity produced by individuals with PD is caused by a problem related to how
they perceive the loudness of their own speech. To examine this potential cause, the
current study systematically manipulated how individuals hear their own speech by
altering auditory feedback. Testing involved making an individual’s speech sound louder
than was actually being produced and sometimes quieter than was actually being
produced. Previous research suggests that healthy speakers compensate for this type of
manipulation by producing speech in the opposite direction. For example, when an
individual’s speech is manipulated to sound louder than is actually being produced, the
speaker typically adjusts their speech to be quieter. This testing was conducted while
individuals were being asked to complete a variety of speech tasks typically encountered
in daily life, such as in conversation and while speaking in background noise. Results
from twenty-six individuals with PD and twenty-four neurologically healthy participants
found that individuals with PD made significantly smaller adjustments in their speech
intensity during altered auditory feedback conditions compared to the non-neurologically
impaired participants. These findings suggest that in PD, there may be abnormal
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perception of the sound of their own speech and this abnormality may be related to the
cause of their low speech intensity. Findings from this study are anticipated to impact
how clinicians treat the speech problems in PD and may lead to the development of new
therapeutic techniques.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative movement disorder (Duffy,
2013; Hobson, 2003). The percentage of individuals over the age of 50 years with PD is
4% or an estimated 4.1-4.6 million worldwide in 2005, and projection analysis yielding
an estimated 8.7-9.3 million by the year 2030 (Dorsey et al., 2007; Goetz & Pal, 2014). In
Canada, prevalence of PD is 0.2% of adults (over age 18 years) living in private
households or 55,000 people and 4.9% or 12,500 people living in long-term residential
care facilities (Statistics Canada, 2015).
PD is characterized by a progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the
substantia nigra pars compacta area of the brain (Brug, Singleton, Gasser, & Lewis,
2015). The dopaminergic cell loss in the substantia nigra pars compacta is associated with
decreased striatal dopamine concentrations, which results in disruption of the basal
ganglia-thalamocortical motor circuit. Specifically, abnormally high neural discharge
from the basal ganglia motor output nuclei, substantia nigra pars reticulate, and internal
segment of the globus pallidus are believed to cause hypokinesia or reduced force and
range of movement due to increased inhibition of motor cortical regions (Abbruzzese &
Berardelli, 2003). This disruption enables diagnosis of PD to be primarily based on
observable clinical signs. The major motor features of the disease include the symptoms
of rest tremor (3-5Hz frequency), rigidity (increased, sustained muscle tone), akinesia
(reduced number of spontaneous movements), bradykinesia (slowed movements),
hypokinesia (reduced range of movements), and postural instability. Other secondary
motor symptoms may be observed as well such as hypomimia, dysarthria, dysphagia,
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micrographia, shuffling gait, freezing of gait, festination, and dystonia. In addition, nonmotor symptoms of the disease include autonomic dysfunction, cognitive impairment,
sleep disorders, and sensory abnormalities (anosmia, ageusia, pain, paresthesias) (Duffy,
2013; Hobson, 2003; Jankovic, 2008).
Subtypes of PD have been identified with a classification based on age of onset
and motor symptoms (Ma, Chan, Gu, Li, & Feng, 2015). Age based subdivisions include
juvenile, young, and late onset groups, while motor subtypes include hypokinetic rigid,
tremor dominant, and postural instability-gait disorders (Ma et al., 2015). Although the
specific etiology of PD is unknown, several environmental risk factors have been
identified and some studies show that genetic factors may be contributing, particularly in
patients with young-onset PD (Olanow & Tatton, 1999). Autosomal dominant forms of
the disease have been identified since the late 1990’s, and today over a dozen genes
(including SNCA, PARK2, PINK1, and LRRK2) are implicated in familial PD and other
syndromes where Parkinsonism is a prominent symptom (Brug et al., 2015).
Treatments used to help control PD symptoms include drug therapy, behavioural
therapy, and surgery (deep brain stimulation, ablation) (Parkinson Society Canada, 2003).
The total cost for PD in Canada, including hospital care, drug therapy, and long-term
disability care, is around $558 million annually (Parkinson Society Canada, 2003).
1.1

Motor Deficit vs. Sensory/Somatosensory Deficit in PD

Many researchers believe that the degenerative process of PD is primarily based
on degeneration of the motor system(s) (Duffy, 2013). There is, however increasing
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evidence that non-motor symptoms including sensory or sensorimotor dysfunction may
be impacted as well (Abbruzzese & Berardelli, 2003; Patel, Jankovic, & Hallett, 2014;
Schneider, Diamond, & Markham, 1986; Tatton, Eastman, Bedingham, Verrier, & Bruce,
1984). The broad range of motor and non-motor symptoms can be attributed to striatal
dopamine deficiency along with central and peripheral dopaminergic and nondopaminergic pathways (Patel et al., 2014). Studies by Braak, Ghebremedhin, Rüb,
Bratzke, and Del Tredici (2004) have found neuropathological alterations outside of the
substantia nigra region which correlate with non-motor symptoms such as olfactory
dysfunction as well as autonomic and sleep disturbances.
Researchers have examined sensory and somatosensory deficits in PD as a
component of a largely motor-based disease. Visual-spatial and visual postural deficits
have been documented in PD (Boller et al., 1984; Bronstein, Hood, & Gresty, 1990).
Deficiencies in somatosensory tactile and proprioceptive mechanisms primarily occur
early in the disease progression (Conte, Khan, Defazio, Rothwell, & Berardelli, 2013;
Govil et al., 2013). It may be assumed that sensory abnormalities are mediated by the
basal ganglia circuitry. Some authors purport that sensory deficiencies underlie several of
the motor symptoms (Govil et al., 2013). In addition, it is important to note that the basal
ganglia are considered responsible for gating sensory input for motor control (Kaji, 2001;
Kaji, Urushihara, Murase, Shimazu, & Goto, 2005).
1.2

Sensorimotor Integration Deficit in PD

Voluntary movements depend heavily on peripheral sensory feedback. PD-related
bradykinesia and rigidity have been hypothesized as being related to abnormal processing
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of mechanocreceptor sensory inputs for movement production (Tatton et al., 1984).
Therefore, it may be possible to describe PD as involving a sensorimotor integration
deficit rather than a motor deficit with some sensory abnormalities. Sensorimotor
integration refers to a process by which peripheral sensory pathways convey information
to cortical motor pathways and this information is then integrated by the central nervous
system in order to complete motor program execution (Abbruzzese & Berardelli, 2003).
A deficit in sensorimotor integration involves abnormal processing of the sensory
information (afferent input or neural response to input) for motor execution.
Several studies have explored the sensorimotor integration deficit involved in PD
movement control (Almeida et al., 2005; Bronstein, Hood, & Gretsy, 1990; Klockgether
& Dichgans, 1994; Rinalduzzi et al., 2015). Methods of evaluating sensorimotor
integration processes include manipulating sensory feedback, such as visual feedback.
Individuals with PD have displayed overreliance on visual information during movement
towards a target and were more affected by absent visual feedback (walking in complete
darkness) than controls (Almeida et al., 2005). Klockgether and Dichgans (1994)
conducted a study on upper limb movements and found that when PD participants were
blocked from seeing their moving hand, movement accuracy (undershoot) and speed
were more severely impacted compared to controls. In addition, during postural stability
tasks, PD participants have shown overreliance on visual information causing instability
which control subjects were able to attenuate, indicating a potential sensorimotor
integration deficit (Bronstein et al., 1990; Rinalduzzi et al., 2015). A study by Teulings,
Contreras-Vidal, Stelmach, and Adler (2002) also found overreliance of visual feedback
by individuals with PD in a writing task. This finding was dissimilar to healthy controls
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that would update their original prediction using the manipulated visual feedback and
made corrections to their handwriting movements in the expected/opposite direction to
the perturbed error (Teulings et al., 2002).
1.3

Speech in PD

The speech characteristics of the PD population have been classified as
hypokinetic dysarthria (HKD) due to the hypokinetic symptoms of the speech system
(reduced force and amplitude of movement). Hypophonia or low speech intensity has
been found to be the most common speech symptom experienced by individuals with PD,
across age and disease duration (Adams & Dykstra, 2009; Darley, Aronson, & Brown,
1969; Duffy, 2013; Logemann et al., 1978; Wertheimer et al., 2014). The term
hypophonia has been in use since at least 1930, when Kennedy used it to describe the
“whispered or near-whispered” speech of certain individuals with mental illness (1930).
Many allied health professionals as well as researchers have used this term over the years,
however the definition of the term has varied. It has been used to describe a reduced
frequency of vocalizations, a reduced speech volume, and breathy phonation (Brin,
Blitzer, Fahn, & Lovelace, 1989; Langston, Forno, Rebert, & Irwin, 1984; Meissner,
Sapir, Kokmen, Stein, & Report, 1987). More recently it has been used to describe
overall reduced speech loudness (Duffy, 2013).
Despite differences in methods of measurement of intensity, researchers have
found a significant reduction in average speech intensity in participants with PD relative
to healthy control speakers (Adams et al., 2006; Adams et al., 2008; Adams, Winnell, &
Jog, 2010; Ho, Bradshaw, Iansek, & Alfredson, 1999; Ho, Iansek, & Bradshaw, 2000;
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Rosen et al., 2006). On average, individuals with PD have reduced average speech
intensity levels (2-4dB lower) compared to age-matched, healthy control speakers
(Adams, Haralabous, Dykstra, Abrams, & Jog, 2005; Clark, Adams, Dykstra, & Moodie,
2014; Fox & Ramig, 1997; Ho et al., 1999). Darley et al. (1969) described speech
loudness as a factor that impacts speech intelligibility. Speech intelligibility, when rated
as low by either a listener or the speaker, can have negative consequences for a number
of aspects of life. This could include overall quality of life, activity, and participation
(Dykstra, Hakel, & Adams, 2007). Reduced loudness and loudness variability
(monoloudness) have been implicated in reduced overall quality of life, withdrawal from
social interactions, and decreased participation (Miller, Noble, Jones, & Burn, 2006).
The relationship between the major motor symptoms of PD and speech symptoms
are unclear, suggesting that basal ganglia involvement in speech may be unique and more
complex. It has been argued that mechanisms of speech control are fundamentally
different than other motor movements, as a result of differences in neural control and
muscle fiber makeup (Kent, 2004). Consistent with this, Braak and colleagues (2004)
specified that striatal dopamine depletion likely occurs relatively later in disease
progression, whereas speech symptoms such as hypophonia tends to be one of the earliest
symptoms. This may be potentially related to vagal and glossopharyngeal nerve
involvement (non-dopaminergic neurotransmission) which is affected in early stages of
PD progression (Braak et al., 2004). The specific pathological mechanism causing speech
impairment in PD is unclear, however it is possible that sensory or sensorimotor
integration deficits constitute this aspect of PD.
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With regards to PD speech and the oral-motor system, there has been some
evidence for the implication of sensorimotor deficits on motor performance. A review by
Sapir (2014) concluded that PD related speech impairment is attributed to multiple
factors including sensory processing. A study on oral-lingual-facial sensory and motor
functions by Schneider, Diamond, and Markham (1986) found that individuals with PD
were more impaired in tests of sensory function and sensorimotor integration compared
to controls. Specifically, they found significant impairment in jaw proprioception, tactile
localization on the tongue, gums and teeth, as well as difficulty performing targeted head
movements on the basis of tactile sensory information despite having adequate motor
control of head movement (Schneider et al., 1986). In addition, Hammer and Barlow
(2010) found reduced vocal tract somatosensory feedback in PD, and Hegland, Troche,
and Brandimore (2019) found reduced perception of general airway somatosensation in
PD. These findings are important, as the vocal tract and respiratory system are integral
for speech production. Overall, PD speech has shown to be linked to multiple factors
including motor planning, initiation, as well as scaling, sensory processing, vigilance, and
even depression and cognitive-linguistic processing (Sapir, 2014).
1.4

Auditory Feedback for Speech Intensity Regulation in PD

Sensorimotor integration deficits for the regulation of speech intensity may
involve abnormalities in auditory perception during speaking tasks. The importance of
auditory processing for speech is evident during child development when acoustic input
heavily influences the speech patterns of pre-lingual children. Further evidence of the
importance of auditory information for speech production includes research suggesting
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that the low speech intelligibility of hearing-impaired speakers is a result of the of
auditory signal perception impairment. In addition, this is described in studies of postlingually deafened individuals who present with abnormalities in the loudness as well as
pitch and rate of speech (Waldstein, 1990).
Auditory-related dysfunction has been evaluated in PD and may be caused by loss
of dopaminergic neurons in the basal ganglia and subsequent projections to the inferior
colliculus, medial geniculate nucleus, and temporal cortex. Thus, in PD there may be
inefficient cortical control of the auditory system. In fact, auditory evoked potentials
(measured using EEG) have been demonstrated as abnormal in PD participants both “on”
and “off” medication suggestive of disrupted auditory processing in this population
(Lukhanina, Kapustina, Berezetskaya, & Karaban, 2009). Abnormal auditory perception
is further corroborated by Arnold, Gehrig, Gispert, Seifried, and Kell (2014) who
recruited a pre-symptomatic PD group who later went on to develop hypophonia. They
found decreased relative suppression of auditory cortex activity (while hearing one’s own
voice) compared to healthy controls during overt reading tasks (Arnold, et al., 2014). The
impact of increased activity in the auditory cortex during the reading task may translate to
abnormal perception of self-produced speech, however this hypothesis is speculative. In
addition, they found hypo-connectivity between the left dorsal premotor cortex and the
left auditory cortex, suggestive of a dysfunctional sensorimotor integration function in
PD (Arnold et al., 2014). A more detailed discussion of neural networks related to
auditory feedback is provided in Section 1.7.
Lower level auditory-perceptual processing deficits such as increased hearing
thresholds, abnormal acoustic reflex activity, and abnormal auditory brainstem responses
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have been observed in PD populations, however only inconsistently (Lai, Liao, Lin, Lin,
& Sung, 2014; Murofushi, Yamane, & Osanai, 1992; Vitale et al., 2012; Yýlmaz et al.,
2009). The focus on higher level auditory processing of speech intensity information is
validated based of the observed perceptual deficits in this population.
Intensity regulation is impacted by a variety of external cues or conditions. In
typical conversational settings, the speaker must monitor the environment and their own
speech intensity levels in order to compensate for such factors as ambient or background
noise in their surroundings as well as how near or far their listener is situated. In addition,
the speaker must have a method of regulating their speech intensity while simultaneously
performing a separate task. In order to do these things, the speaker must be perceptive to
their surroundings, make the necessary alterations to their voice, and also have some sort
of sensorimotor monitoring process in place to maintain the adjustment. The varied
contexts that a speaker experiences necessarily means that processing of additional
factors such as distance, communicative intent, and cognitive load are all implicated in
the regulation of speech intensity in naturalistic contexts. In addition, abnormal
processing of auditory information during speech may involve deficits in loudness
perception.
1.4.1 Speech Tasks
Average speech intensity can be obtained across a vowel, sentence, and across a
breath group or utterance within speech (Adams et al., 2005; Huber & Darling, 2012;
Neel, 2009). The nature of the speech task has an influence on the regulation of speech
intensity (Fox & Ramig, 1997; Rosen, Kent, & Duffy, 2005). Quasi-speech tasks include
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those that do not necessarily represent natural speaking intensity (e.g. vowel prolongation
compared to conversational tasks) (Rosen et al., 2005). Junqua, Finckle, and Field (1999)
found speech intensity increased more in background noise (Lombard effect) during
conversational speech than in a reading task. The effect of speech task on speech
intensity regulation is also exemplified by work conducted by Patel and colleagues
(2014). These researchers found healthy participants to regulate speech intensity (during
perturbed feedback) only in speaking contexts requiring a specific linguistic goal,
specifically relating to emphatic stress in a sentence. However, it is possible that
suprasegmental and segmental aspects of speech may be controlled by different
mechanisms for which auditory feedback plays different roles (Perkell et al., 2007).
Interestingly, PD participants have been shown to lack an automatic adjustment of
their speech intensity in conversational samples, unlike healthy controls (Ho et al.,1999).
Whereas healthy controls show a tendency to increase the intensity when speaking in
conversational tasks, particularly those with added cognitive requirements (speaking
about personal experiences), PD participants do not make a similar adjustment (Ho et al.,
1999; Winkworth, Davis, Ellis, & Adams 1994). In fact, Moon (2005) found a greater
reduction in speech intensity during conversational tasks compared to reading. The
content of the message may play a role in intensity adjustments. This includes
communicative intent and emotional content; high emotional content may produce wide
ranges of speech loudness, which may not exist in emotionally neutral conversation. In
addition, it has been hypothesized that the compounded attentional demands associated
with a conversation task may have an impact on speech intensity regulation (Adams &
Dykstra, 2009).
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The observed deficits in speech tasks and speech intensity modulating conditions
may be related to difficulties adapting to the social environment. In addition, because PD
is associated with dopamine depletion and this is an important neurotransmitter which
signals reward expectation in the striatum (Balleine, Delgado, & Hikosaka, 2007; Daniel
& Pollmann, 2014), it will be important to examine differences between speaking tasks.
Speech tasks may range in terms of the social rewards attributable to each. Therefore, it
may be critical to account for this when evaluating speech intensity regulation in PD
populations.
1.4.2 Interlocutor Distance
The talker to listener distance, or interlocutor distance can cause the healthy
speaker to increase their speech intensity with increasing distance (Cheyne, Kalgaonkar,
Clements, & Zurek, 2009; Traunmüller & Eriksson, 2000). We can examine the
interlocutor distance slope of the function by comparing changes in interlocutor distances
to speech intensity. Researchers have found that PD participants are able to regulate their
speech intensity at a similar rate to healthy controls, however PD speech intensity is at an
overall reduced level at each distance compared to control speakers (Adams, Winnell, &
Jog, 2010; Ho et al., 1999; McCaig, Adams, Dykstra, & Jog, 2015).
The difficulty with modulation of speech intensity for varying interlocutor
distances in PD may be related to a difficulty with processing visual distance information.
Individuals with PD have displayed overreliance on visual information during distance
judgement tasks and underestimations of distance compared to healthy controls (Almeida
et al., 2005; Martens, Ellard, & Almeida, 2013). It is also possible that the observed
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deficits in speech intensity modulating tasks may be related to difficulties adapting to the
social environment. Theory of mind (ToM) is a concept related to social cognitive
domains. It involves the ability to attribute mental states including beliefs and intentions
to others in order to assist with predictions of their mental state and behaviour (Bora,
Walterfang, & Velakoulis, 2015). Individuals with PD were found to have significantly
impaired ToM compared to controls and this was consistent across a variety of ToM tasks
as well as among those in earlier stages of the disease (although significantly less severe
compared to later stages) (Bora et al., 2015). However, it may be argued that if distance
judgements or ToM were abnormal in the PD population, then the scaling of intensity
across distances would be more abnormal. However, the observed deficit in previous
research is suggestive of abnormal “gain-setting”. The relative influence of gain-setting
and visual distance judgements requires further examination.
1.4.3 Background Noise and Lombard Effect
The Lombard effect, first described by Lombard in 1911, is the phenomenon in
which a person increases their speech intensity when speaking in a noisy environment.
This observation remains consistent across reading and conversational tasks, with several
studies providing evidence of healthy speakers increasing their intensity with increasing
levels of background noise as well as decreasing their speech intensity once the noise is
stopped (Adams et al., 2006; Ho et al., 1999; Lane & Tranel, 1971; Pick, Siegel, Fox,
Garber, & Kearney, 1989). Garnier, Henrich and Dubois (2010) also found this effect to
be more robust when background noise was played through headphones compared to
when played through loudspeakers, however the ecological validity of this should be
noted.
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Similar to findings from increasing interlocutor distance conditions, individuals
with PD-related hypophonia increase their speech intensity as the levels of background
noise increase, however their speech is consistently lower than controls across all
conditions (Adams & Lang, 1991; Adams et al., 2005). These studies utilized pink and
white noise as well as multi-talker background noise. It is interesting to note that these
studies found an “overall gain reduction” for speech intensity in PD (Adams et al., 2006;
Ho et al., 1999; Iulianella, Adams & Gow, 2008). This is because the PD speakers spoke
at a consistently lower intensity despite a fairly typical slope of the regression function
(increasing background noise levels produced sequentially increased intensity responses).
Adams et al. (2006; 2008) found a gradually decreasing signal-to-noise ratio with
increasing background noise, which is suggestive of a perceptual deficit related to the
ability to recognize and regulate speech intensity at a level that is appropriate for the
listener under these noise conditions.
Type of background noise presented does not appear to have an impact on this
Lombard effect in PD, with various intensities of pink noise and music presented in a
study by Adams and colleagues (2006). However multi-talker background noise did elicit
significantly higher intensity in both PD and controls (Adams et al., 2006). This is in
contrast to minimal differences between noise types found by Ho and colleagues (1999).
The intensity level of the background noise may also play an important role in the
Lombard effect displayed by PD participants. Lane and Tranel (1971) describe the
influence of floor and ceiling effects, whereby speech intensity cannot continue to
increase despite high levels of background noise and conversely speakers have a lower
limit to speech intensity production. PD participants have been hypothesized to have a
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reduced range of speech intensity production (Clark et al., 2014; De Keyser et al., 2016).
Background noise within a range of 50-90dB SPL has been used to depict the Lombard
effect in PD and is also comparable to everyday communication contexts (Adams & Lang,
1991; Adams et al., 2005).
1.4.4 Magnitude Production Task
A frequently used method of evaluating autophonic judgement (self-perceived
loudness) is through a magnitude production task (MPT). Using this method, the
participant initially produces a spoken-stimulus and this production is assigned a value
that serves as an anchor or modulus for all subsequent productions. The participant is
then asked to produce utterances that are ratios of the initial, anchor production (i.e. two
times louder, four times quieter, etc.). This approach is systematic in its method and is
based on previous psychometric research. The actual intensity of these autophonic
productions is compared to the intended or target intensity values, using regression
procedures, and an autophonic loudness function can be obtained (Lane, Catania, &
Stevens, 1961).
The MPT requires a scaling of speech intensity and therefore deliberate
monitoring of speech production intensity levels via sensory mechanisms. In other words,
the MPT involves the relationship between a speaker’s perception of their speech
loudness and the actual speech intensity produced. Healthy controls are able to produce
an autophonic function with a coefficient of 1.17 when obtained by this method (Lane et
al., 1961). This means that healthy speakers are able to estimate increases in their own
loudness at an almost 1:1 power ratio of the actual sound pressure that they produced.
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Previous work by Dromey and Adams (2000) did not find a significant difference
between mildly hypophonic PD participants and control subjects when asked to complete
this task. It is important to note that these researchers employed a vowel production task
(quasi-speech task). In contrast, Clark and colleagues (2014) found that those in the PD
group displayed a flatter slope of the loudness function compared to controls when
producing a sentence (moderately hypophonic PD participants). This suggests that a
scaling ability is present in the PD population, however it also depicts a more restricted
range in the perception of loudness.
Using this method there are potential confounds such as the executive functioning
ability necessary to remember the previous loudness and working memory to retain each
loudness-value match. Therefore, cognitive strength and weakness need to be considered
when evaluating the PD population.
1.4.5 Imitation Tasks
Imitation tasks of speech intensity stimuli require processing of an auditory
stimulus as well as planning and executing a corresponding speech intensity level. This
task allows for a controlled stimulus target, therefore enabling the more precise study of
sensorimotor integration for speech intensity. PD participants have been found to produce
lower speech intensities in imitation tasks compared to healthy controls (Adams et al.,
2006; Clark et al., 2014; De Keyser et al., 2016). Clark and colleagues (2014) and De
Keyser and colleauges (2016) found flatter slopes in the imitation function for PD
participants (using 60-80dB stimuli in 5dB increments). De Keyser and colleagues (2016)
found lowered intensity production levels by the PD participants, however this finding
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was restricted to the higher intensity imitation condition only (80dB). Adams and
colleagues (2006) found 3-4dB differences in intensity (reduced) across the target
imitation levels (60, 70, 80dB). However, Adams and colleagues (2006) did not find
significantly different slope functions compared to healthy controls. Interestingly,
adequate intensity capacity was displayed by PD participants in these studies (as
evidenced during maximum intensity tasks), despite the reduced levels produced during
the imitation tasks (Adams et al., 2006; Clark et al., 2014; De Keyser et al., 2016). The
underestimation and reduced production observed in these studies is suggestive of
abnormal processing of sensory information or abnormal sensorimotor integration, or
both.
1.4.6 Loudness Perception
Loudness is a psychological characteristic of speech. It is the auditory sensation
of speech sounds, which can be ordered on a scale ranging from quiet to loud (American
National Standards Association, 1973). The measurement of loudness therefore begins
with our perception of loudness itself. It is suggested that our perception and
quantification of intensity begins with physical signals that are evaluated by the central
nervous system as magnitudes (Warren, 1973).
When estimations of the loudness of speech are examined, it is important to
consider who is responsible for the judgement. There are distinct variables to consider if
the speaker is making the judgement regarding their self-perceived loudness level
(autophonic judgement). This type of judgement presumably accounts for proprioception,
acoustic reflex activity, as well as auditory perception through both air and bone
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conduction (compared to extraphonic judgements of externally generated sounds which
are perceived through air conduction alone). Healthy speakers have a magnitude
estimation of the loudness function equal to 0.91 when asked to estimate the loudness of
their speech using autophonic and extraphonic judgements (Lane et al., 1961).
Anecdotal reports of individuals with PD-related hypophonia describe a lack of
awareness of their reduced speech intensity (Dromey & Adams, 2000; Duffy, 1995). A
variety of methodologies have been used to explore loudness perception in PD during
speaking tasks. Ho and colleagues (2000) found that individuals with PD overestimated
their own speech loudness during both immediate and playback conditions when reading
and during conversation (using a volume knob to replicate the loudness of the intended
stimuli) compared to healthy controls. However, this study did not examine whether this
abnormal perception of speech loudness is regarding external stimuli or of self-generated
speech loudness only. Conversely, a study by Dromey and Adams (2000) did not find a
significant difference between individuals with PD and healthy controls in the perception
of speech intensity (loudness estimates, magnitude production task). Kwan and Whitehill
(2011) provided evidence of a loudness perception deficit in self-generated speech only.
Studies have also provided evidence of abnormal perception of externally generated
speech, however to a lesser extent compared to self-generated speech (Clark et al., 2014;
Ho et al., 1999; De Keyser et al., 2016). Possible explanations for this difference may
relate to the inherent differences between autophonic and extrapohonic types of loudness
judgements.
Self-rating scales have also been used in autophonic loudness judgements or
loudness perception evaluations. PD participants may be asked to provide a self-rating of
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their speech intensity by placing a dash along a visual analog scale or an equal appearing
interval scale to represent their perception of their speech at a certain point in time. The
scale may range from a complete presence of adequate speech volume to complete
absence of adequate speech volume. This type of measure has provided evidence that
individuals with PD perceive their self-generated speech as significantly more impaired
with regards to speech intensity compared to healthy controls (Fox & Ramig, 1997).
However, it is conceivable that individuals with PD may not accurately perceive the
severity of their hypophonia impairment.
1.5

Altered Auditory Feedback and Speech Intensity Regulation in PD

It is predicted that evidence for a sensorimotor integration deficit hypothesis for
speech production would be most apparent during an ongoing speech movement. If
during a speech movement one experiences unexpected alterations of the sensory
feedback (auditory, visual, proprioceptive) the system should be able to recognize the
incongruence from the efference copy (motor plan) and adjust or compensate accordingly.
For example, previous literature has described this type of compensatory response by
healthy speakers (pitch and formant structure perturbations) as an alteration in speech
production in the opposite direction to the perturbation (Purcell & Munhall, 2006;
Tourville, Reilly, & Guenther, 2008; Burnett, Freedland, Larson, & Hain, 1998). An
alternate method of manipulating auditory feedback is to completely mask perception and
evaluate performance in the absence of auditory feedback. In PD populations, it has been
suggested that hypophonia may be a result of auditory-motor integration deficits (Adams
& Dykstra, 2009). The error correction ability during altered intensity feedback and
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intensity regulation in the absence of auditory feedback in PD populations may be
abnormal and further examination of this abnormality may provide insight into which
part of the process is disrupted. Finally, by instructing a speaker to ignore the auditory
feedback and measuring their accuracy during this task, it is possible to examine the
degree to which the role of auditory feedback for speech intensity regulation is under
deliberate and voluntary control.
1.5.1 Altered Intensity Feedback (AIF)
The role of sensorimotor integration for speech intensity regulation can be
examined by systematically altering sensory feedback. Abnormal responses during error
correction paradigms can indicate a dysfunctional sensorimotor integration system.
Altered intensity feedback is proposed to examine this. Findings from this research will
help elucidate whether the PD system has under-influence of sensory feedback during
speech, or overreliance on sensory feedback. Auditory feedback can be manipulated in a
predictable manner (for which Mollaei, Shiller, and Gracco in 2013 found that PD
participants responded with reduced magnitude), to explore error-based learning.
Conversely, unpredictable manipulations (as will be the focus here) may be used to
examine online sensorimotor control.
Perturbation studies involve the rapid response and compensation to a brief
(<200ms) perturbation to the speech signal (pitch, formant frequency, duration, intensity,
etc.). Healthy participants respond to unexpected brief perturbations of speech intensity
by compensating in the opposite direction to the feedback (Bauer, Mittal, Larson, & Hain,
2006; Heinks-Maldonado & Houde, 2005). Studies of auditory perturbation (pitch and
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formant frequency) have found that PD participants exhibit an abnormal response to
sensorimotor integration compared to the control groups (larger magnitude of
compensation, longer response peak and end durations) (Chen et al., 2013; Huang et al.,
2016; Mollaei et al., 2013, Mollaei, Shiller, Baum, & Gracco, 2016). Similarly, Liu,
Wang, Metman, and Larson (2012) found larger response magnitudes to intensity
perturbations by PD participants compared to healthy controls.
Altered intensity feedback (AIF) involves the presentation of one’s own speech
via headphones for the duration of the utterance. This type of manipulation causes the
participant to hear their speech at an altered (increased or decreased) intensity than is
actually produced. This results in a healthy speaker adjusting their intensity to speak at a
quieter loudness when hearing increased intensity feedback, as a presumed compensatory
measure (Ho et al., 1999; Lane, Tranel, & Sisson, 1969; Lane et al., 1961; Siegel & Pick,
1974). Few previous studies have examined responses to AIF in PD. Ho and colleagues
(1999) found that individuals with PD failed to adjust their volume in a conversation task,
implying a disrupted loudness perception. This study did not evaluate the response of PD
participants to decreased intensity feedback. Interestingly, separate results from syllable,
reading, and counting tasks depict the PD group responding similarly to controls (Brajot,
Shiller, & Gracco, 2016; Coutinho, Oliveira, & Behlau, 2009; Ho et al., 1999), suggestive
of a possible task effect. There is a dysfunctional system in PD as evidenced by abnormal
responses during error correction tasks. Due to limited previous research, the impact of
altered intensity feedback on speech intensity regulation in PD populations requires
further exploration.
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1.5.2 Complete Masking of Auditory Feedback
Speaking in complete masking noise may also provide evidence of the role of
auditory feedback during speech. Researchers determined that vowel space decreased and
vowel dispersion measures increased when speaking in a high level masking noise
condition (which completely masked auditory feedback) (Lane et al., 2005). The
increased dispersion has been related to reduced vowel contrast and therefore results in
decreased speech intelligibility of the speaker. Other researchers have provided evidence
of minimal changes from background noise conditions to high level masking noise
conditions (2dB increase in speech intensity), leading to the hypothesis that speech task
may impact production change to a greater degree than noise levels alone (Van Summers,
Pisoni, Bernacki, Pedlow, & Stokes, 1988). This may relate to Lindblom’s notion of
economy of effort (1990), whereby it is possible that when speech is perceived through
the auditory system, speakers are better able to control and finely tune speech intensity
for the speaking task, however in the presence of a degraded sound environment such as
complete masking noise, intensity compensations or adjustments for the speech task may
be lowered in priority.
Researchers have examined differences between pre-lingually deafened and postlingually deafened individuals and have found that post-lingually deafened speakers rely
less on auditory feedback monitoring due to already established speech sound control
(internal representations). In addition, Black (1951) found linear increases in speech
intensity with exposure to noise-induced hearing loss. However, the impact on PD
speakers is worth investigating as it is unpredictable how perceptual mechanisms are
impacted in this disease. In addition, the specific impact of absent auditory feedback on
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speech intensity regulation in the PD population is yet to be examined. If unable to
utilize auditory feedback mechanisms will individuals with PD be capable of regulating
speech intensity through previously learned speech sound control? Will these individuals
be more severely impacted compared to neurologically healthy speakers? To our
knowledge, no study to date has explored the impact of completely masked auditory
feedback on speech intensity regulation in PD populations.
1.5.3 Instruction to Ignore Auditory Feedback
Munhall, MacDonald, Byrne, and Johnsrude (2009) found that healthy subjects
compensated for altered feedback whether they were provided instructions to ignore the
feedback or not suggesting absence of conscious awareness of these compensations. The
degree to which the system relies on sensory feedback will also depend on the reliability
of the source (Shadmehr, Smith, & Krakauer, 2010; Sober & Sabes, 2005). Due to the
progressive nature of PD, some aspects of sensory processing may be weighted as less
reliable (unpredictable) or more reliable (predictable). For example, it is possible that the
acoustic reflex and/or auditory nerve are compromising the integrity of the auditory
system (Yylmaz et al., 2009; Gawel, Das, Vincent, & Rose, 1981). This may result in
under-reliance of auditory information during speaking tasks in individuals with PD.
Lametti, Nasir, and Ostry (2012) found that by applying two perturbations
simultaneously (one auditory one somatosensory; pitch perturbations and robotic arm
making subtle jaw displacements), subjects preferentially rely on one or the other. In
other words, the more they compensated for one perturbation, the less they compensated
for the other. Therefore, it may be possible to assume that with altered auditory feedback
alone, there is heavy reliance on jaw/facial sensory input as this may be the more reliable
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source. Similarly, Larson, Altman, Liu, and Hain (2008) found larger compensatory pitch
responses when anaesthetic spray was applied to the vocal folds presumably causing
uncertainty from the somatosensory feedback. It is unclear how participants would
respond if given the explicit instruction to avoid using altered feedback (“this auditory
signal is incorrect”).
Evidence from a study using instructions to increase speech intensity suggests the
importance of explicit instruction for successful speech regulation (Ho et al., 1999).
However, Pick and colleagues (1989) found that conditions, during which participants
were asked to inhibit the Lombard response, resulted in unsuccessful attempts.
Instruction to ignore altered intensity feedback during speech tasks could help explore the
ability to internally regulate speech perception for production purposes (regulation of the
feedback system).
1.6

Auditory Feedback for Speech Intensity Regulation in PD: Theoretical

Models

Several theoretical models have been proposed and may serve as a basis from
which to understand how sensorimotor processes may be functioning for speech intensity
control in PD populations. Feedforward processes do not incorporate sensory feedback as
having a primary cue during a movement. This model is used during situations when
stable feedback is not possible (e.g. in background noise, delayed feedback due to
synaptic and processing delays, masking noise). The BG-SMA (basal gangliasupplementary motor area) circuit is thought to play a primary role in feedforward control
(Cunnington, Bradshaw, & Iansek,1996; Nixon and Passingham, 1998). This process
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may be compromised in PD, due to loss of dopaminergic neurons in the BG (Haslinger et
al., 2001). State feedback control models (SFC) postulate an online feedback control
which comes from internally maintained representations through which an internal model
makes estimates of a motor movement based on previously learned associations.
Therefore, the SFC involves both an internal forward model combined with actual
feedback used to train over time. The feedback control theory of speech motor control
(Fairbanks, 1954 adapted from Wiener, 1948) suggests that motor movements are a
sequence of desired sensory outcomes. This is described in more detail below.
The existing literature suggests that speech production and perception rely on a
large network of interconnected brain regions, rather than independent areas (Baum &
Pell, 1999; Friederici & Alter, 2004; Golfinopolous, Tourville, & Guenther, 2010;
Hickok & Poeppel, 2000; Pulvermuller, 2005). This requires attention towards a more
holistic model of perception and production network deficits. The Directions into
Velocities of Articulators (DIVA) theoretical model of speech motor movements
provides a framework for these processes (Guenther, 1994). The motor command for
speech is first encoded and sent to the associated muscles. A copy of this motor command
(efference copy) is also processed and is used to predict the consequences of the action
(Bays, Wolpert, & Flanagan, 2005; Voss, Bays, Rothwell, & Wolpert, 2007; Wolpert &
Ghahramani, 2000). With regards to speech intensity regulation, this efference copy must
also incorporate or predict high amounts of variability in the environment such as
background noise and how near of far the listener is situated. It is possible that
hypophonia, or reduced speech intensity, is caused by a reduced efference copy or an
abnormal prediction, however based on the limited available evidence there is also
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potential for alternative hypothesis related to deficits in the processing of auditory
feedback.
Once the movement is taking place, there is additional information that needs to
be processed and integrated in order for the speaker to maintain the movement based on
the prediction. This additional sensory information is also needed to make updates to the
movement. Therefore, a functional system requires both a prediction (efference copy) and
sensory feedback (updates during movement). Fairbanks (1954) described the idea of a
“comparator” which subtracts sensory feedback from an internally generated target to
create an error signal during altered feedback. If components of this process are
disrupted in PD, this could lead to hypophonia. Another potential explanation for reduced
speech intensity may be during the movement itself. Some aspect of sensory processing
may be disrupted; causing the individual to perceive these updated signals as increased,
thereby reducing their speech intensity as a compensatory measure.
A healthy system requires both a functional/accurate prediction of the motor
output (forward model) as well as sensory feedback for monitoring and maintenance
purposes (feedforward processes). The relative amount of involvement of each process
may shift form task-to-task and context-to-context. The current study proposes to
examine speech intensity regulation in a wide range of tasks and contexts and with
altered auditory feedback conditions, therefore providing the opportunity to evaluate the
control mechanisms that may be disrupted in the PD population.
1.7

Neural Pathways for Auditory Feedback and Speech Intensity Regulation
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It has been suggested that the neural control of auditory feedback involves
numerous structures and pathways. A detailed exploration of these pathways is beyond
the scope of this thesis, however, in order to provide a description of the possible
mechanisms that underlie the processes in the current study, a brief overview of relevant
neural structures is provided.
The auditory and speech motor control systems have anatomical connections
through the pontine nuclei and cerebellum (Glickstein & Mitchell, 1997), putamen,
globus pallidus, thalamus (Alexander & Crutcher, 1990; Yeterian & Pandya, 1998), and
what is known as the dorsal auditory stream involving the posterior superior temporal
gyrus (STG) and the superior parietal temporal area (Spt) (Buchsbaum, Hickok, &
Humphries, 2001; Hickok, Buchsbaum, Humphries, & Muftuler, 2003; Zheng, Munhall,
& Johnsrude, 2010). This dorsal auditory stream is thought to be specifically involved in
feedback processing related to discrete speech production-related perceptual judgments,
however lesion studies have examined the role of these structures in processing of
phonological factors only (Baker, Blumstein, & Goodglass, 1981; Miceli, Gainotti,
Caltagirone, & Masullo 1980). It is possible that this type of feedback monitoring is
related to speech intensity, however to our knowledge no previous studies have been
conducted to examine this speech characteristic. Importantly, these studies suggest
multiple possible auditory-speech motor pathways including transmission of information
through subcortical structures that may be implicated in PD-related hypokinetic
dysarthria.
Functional imaging studies have also been conducted and areas in the brain that
have been shown to be more active during speaking (versus listening), include a number
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of bilateral motor areas including the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), supplementary
motor area (SMA), anterior insula, and dorsal motor cortex (Christoffels, Formisano, &
Schiller, 2007; van de Ven, Esposito, & Christoffels, 2009). Subcortical structures such
as the pons, thalamus, and basal ganglia were also shown to be active while speaking
(Christoffels et al., 2007; van de Ven et al., 2009). Jurgens (2002) similarly suggested the
ACC may be involved in the control of voluntary intonations during speech, the
periaqueductal gray (PAG) is involved in modulating intensity, while the brainstem
reticular formation (RF) is involved in execution of these structures’ pathways.
Speaking and regulating speech intensity in background noise presents potentially
different challenges as they relate to signal-to-noise ratios of speech. Callan, Jones,
Callan, and Akahane-Yamada (2004) proposed that the ventral pre-motor cortex (PMC)
including the posterior part of Broca’s area (pars opercularis) are involved in speech
perception in noise. However, it is important to note that the degree to which these
structures are involved in the perception of one’s own voice in noise is unclear as the
Callan and colleagues (2004) study involved the perception of speech recordings.
Speaking-induced suppression (SIS) has been observed in the auditory cortex
(AC) during self-produced speech such that the activity in the AC is reduced compared to
when externally-produced speech is played to a participant (Curio, Neuloh, Numminen,
Jousmaki, & Hari, 2000; Greenlee et al. 2011; Houde & Jordan, 2002). Some functional
imaging research has focused on neural activity in the context of altered feedback and
speech compensations. Interestingly, the SIS phenomenon does not occur when the
participant is presented with altered auditory feedback (Behroozmand, Karvelis, Liu, &
Larson, 2009, Chang, Niziolek, Knight, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2013, Eliades & Wang,
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2008, Greenlee et al., 2011; Houde & Jordan 2002) suggesting that although the auditory
cortex functions to suppress function with expected auditory feedback, once there is a
mismatch with this expectation, the auditory cortex is once again primed. Studies have
found the superior temporal gyrus (STG) (Fu et al., 2006; Tourville et al. 2008; Parkinson
et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2010), and ventral supramarginal gyrus (vSMG) (Tourville et al.
2008; Toyomura et al., 2007) to be active during altered auditory feedback. Tourville and
colleagues (2008) also found activation in superior cerebellum, ventral thalamus and
anterior striatum, with the additional regions of bilateral superior cerebellar cortex,
medial parietal-occipital cortex and right lateralized inferior cerebellar cortex active
during altered pitch feedback. Thus, complex sensory-motor networks are involved in
speech production with altered auditory feedback and sensory activation of motor control
areas may be responsible for the compensation of erred feedback.
Some auditory cortical areas have been observed to increase in activity, known as
a speech perturbation response enhancement (SPRE), with altered auditory feedback
(Behroozmand et al. 2009; Zheng et al. 2010). Importantly however, these studies
focused on examining aspects of speech other than intensity (e.g. pitch) and often in the
context of syllables rather than full utterances. The implications of these differences are
potentially important and therefore further research is required to better understand the
neural structures involved in altered/unaltered intensity feedback. In addition, some
studies have found the mid-to-posterior STG to be more active when auditory feedback
was completely masked (Christoffels et al. 2007; van de Ven et al. 2009), highlighting
the importance of the STG in auditory processing of self-generated speech.
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Some studies have examined the areas related to auditory perception and speechmotor areas in the PD population. New and colleagues (2015) found reduced resting state
connectivity between the thalamus and putamen with cortical motor areas including the
STG. Rektorova and colleagues (2012) showed that as speech intensity increased during
an overt reading task in the PD participants, the magnitude of connectivity between the
PAG and the right posterior STG increased. It is possible that this is related to
compensatory mechanisms or a result of dopaminergic therapy (Rektorova et al., 2012).
This evidence suggests possible connectivity issues between key structures involved in
auditory perception for speech regulation and provides avenues for future research as it
relates to neural structures related to auditory-speech-motor control.
1.8

Rationale for Proposed Study

Researchers have studied the relationship between speech perception and
production in PD-related hypophonia. It is possible that auditory perception for speech
may be impaired in this population. Despite the work that has been conducted on speech
intensity perception and production, there is a paucity of literature that has addressed this
issue in the context of the range of communicative situations and speech tasks
experienced by these individuals. Using the altered intensity feedback paradigm and
complete masking procedure, changes in speech production and perception can be
measured and this enables the study of how the speech motor system responds to auditory
alterations. The proposed novel approach will examine the impact of AIF during multiple
speaking tasks with and without instructions to maintain constant speech intensity. Also,
examination of a range of intensity feedback distortions including reduced intensity
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feedback through an AIF task will help determine upward scaling abilities in PD, as the
Ho and colleagues (1999) work was restricted to increased intensity of auditory feedback.
There is a paucity of research examining responses to AIF during various speech
tasks. It is possible that the sensorimotor integration for speech intensity regulation is
differently influenced by both auditory perception and the nature of the communicative
goal. No study to date has explored the differences between quasi-speech and standard
speech tasks during altered intensity feedback and its impact on speech intensity
regulation in PD populations. The influence of type of speech task will be important to
evaluate in PD populations as cognitive influences impact communication in daily life
and therefore including ecologically valid tasks is critical.
Interestingly, the relationship between abnormal perceptual deficits and abnormal
Lombard responses has not been examined in previous studies of PD participants. In
particular, the response to AIF in background noise by PD participants will be important
to examine in order to understand the regulation of speech intensity in ecologically valid
communicative contexts. No study to date has explored the impact of background noise
during altered intensity feedback and its impact on speech intensity regulation in PD
populations. Differences in speech intensity regulation in background noise between PD
and controls may indicate abnormal internal representations of loudness.
To date, few studies have explored the magnitude production task in PD
participants, and no studies have explored the MPT under AIF conditions. Due to the
auditory perception component inherent in the MPT, the manipulation of auditory
feedback will necessarily influence the task. Autophonic loudness taps into deliberate
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self-regulation of speech intensity (based on any mechanism; auditory, cognitive,
proprioceptive). The examination of magnitude production scaling during auditory
feedback manipulations, may uncover new information about the relative importance of
internal estimates of loudness (autophonic) and external intensity feedback processes in
the intensity regulation problems in PD. In addition, the imitation task completed during
AIF is yet to be examined. The role of auditory feedback for regulation of self-produced
speech intensity during an imitation task is important to explore as this may provide
information about the processing of an externally generated auditory stimulus as well as
planning and executing a corresponding speech intensity level. With regards to
communication context the effect of interlocutor distance on speech intensity during AIF
has not been examined. This task will indicate the role that distance judgement and
auditory feedback plays in speech intensity regulation.
Loudness perception plays a potentially critical role for understanding the
disrupted speech intensity regulation in PD populations. Although loudness perception in
PD has been studied during speech tasks, perception of loudness during altered feedback
conditions has yet to be evaluated. AIF provides the opportunity for systematic
manipulations of auditory feedback. Evaluating loudness perception during these
manipulations of auditory feedback will enable the study of potential perceptual
dysfunction in PD populations. In addition, the perceptual judgement of loudness while in
background noise conditions will provide new information about the accuracy of
loudness perception in noise in PD.
Loudness perception may be an integral component to understanding the
sensorimotor integration of speech intensity in PD populations. There is a gap in the
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literature with regards to loudness perception during AIF. Similarly, there is a gap in the
literature with regards to loudness perception in background noise, which is an
ecologically valid situation during which individuals need to make loudness judgements
of their speech intensity. Loudness perception tasks completed in background noise will
be important for understanding the capacity to direct attention to discrete components of
the acoustic environment (discerning background noise levels from self-produced
intensity levels).
The altered intensity feedback paradigm uncovers the response to intensity
shift/error correction. The focus is on examining the role that auditory sensory feedback
plays in intensity control during speech tasks including socially driven speech tasks and
naturalistic speaking contexts such as background noise that are known to impact speech
intensity.
1.9

Objectives

The purpose of this study was to examine the role of auditory feedback for sensorimotor
control of speech intensity regulation in PD.
The following seventeen specific objectives were examined in this study:
Objective 1. To examine the effect of altered intensity feedback during speech production
in participants with PD and controls.
Objective 2. To examine the effect of different speech tasks on speech intensity and the
response to altered intensity feedback in PD and control participants.
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Objective 3. To examine the effects of background noise conditions on speech intensity
and the response to altered intensity feedback in PD and control participants.
Objective 4. To examine the effect of a magnitude production task on speech intensity
and the response to altered intensity feedback in PD and control participants.
Objective 5. To examine the effect of background noise on the response to the magnitude
production task in PD and control participants.
Objective 6. To examine the effect of an imitation task on speech intensity and the
response to altered intensity feedback in PD and control participants.
Objective 7. To examine the effect of background noise on the response to the imitation
task in PD and control participants.
Objective 8. To examine the effect of complete masking noise and speech tasks on speech
intensity in participants with PD and controls.
Objective 9. To examine the effect of complete masking noise and magnitude production
task conditions on speech intensity in participants with PD and controls.
Objective 10. To examine the effect of complete masking noise on speech intensity and
performance on the intensity imitation task in participants with PD and controls.
Objective 11. To examine the effect of instructions to ignore auditory feedback on speech
intensity and the response to altered intensity feedback in PD and control participants.
Objective 12. To examine the effect of the instruction conditions on the response to
background noise conditions in PD and control participants.
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Objective 13. To examine the self-loudness perception ratings of speech intensity in the
context of the magnitude production task and the response to altered intensity feedback in
PD and control participants.
Objective 14. To examine the effect of background noise on self-loudness perception
ratings in the magnitude production task by PD and control participants.
Objective 15. To examine the self-loudness perception ratings of speech intensity in the
context of the instructions to ignore auditory feedback and the response to altered
intensity feedback in PD and control participants.
Objective 16. To examine the effect of background noise on loudness perception ratings
in the instruction to ignore conditions by PD and control participants.
Objective 17. To examine the self-loudness perception ratings of speech intensity in the
context of complete masking noise in the magnitude production task by PD and control
participants.
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Chapter 2: Methods

2.1

Participants

Twenty-seven individuals with PD and twenty-six neurologically healthy control
(HC) participants were recruited for the study. Data from twenty-six PD participants (19
male and 7 female; 69.38 ± 6.38 years) and twenty-four control subjects (8 male and 16
female; 73.29 ± 5.98 years) were analyzed following the exclusion of 1 PD participant
due his inability to complete the full study protocol for scheduling reasons, exclusion of 1
control participant due to a technical issue with the audio recording, and another control
participant not meeting eligibility criteria for no prior speech disorder. There was no
significant difference in age between the PD and HC groups (t(48)=-1.517, p=.136). PD
participants were recruited from patients seen by a movement disorder neurologist, Dr.
Mandar Jog, and were diagnosed by him as having PD and some degree of hypophonia.
Control participants were recruited from the Research Retirement Association in London
as well as the Western University Alumni Association. Participants had no other
speech/language impairments besides those resulting from a diagnosis of Parkinson’s
disease. PD participants were stabilized on their anti-parkinsonian medication and were
tested approximately one hour after taking their regularly scheduled dose. The mean
disease duration since diagnosis was 8.08 ± 5.09 years. Cognition was assessed using the
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MOCA) and in the normal range (>22). Both
individuals with PD and control participants passed a binaural hearing screening with
thresholds of 40dB hearing level at .25, .5, 1, and 2kHz frequencies. All participants
provided written consent for participation in the study and the research protocol was
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approved by the Human Subjects Research Ethics Board (HSREB) (Western University
Ethics (WUE) No. 109016). PD patient demographics are reported in Table 1.
Table 1. PD patient demographic information.
Participant

Gender

Age

PD Duration

Hypophonia
Severity

UPDRS III

PD 01

F

68

7

mild

18

PD 02

M

71

13

moderate

NA

PD 03

M

78

NA

moderate

NA

PD 04

M

69

6

moderate

36

PD 05

M

80

14

moderate

35

PD 06

M

69

12

mild

25

PD 07

M

75

4

moderate

NA

PD 08

F

56

3

moderate

NA

PD 09

M

66

10

mild

19

PD 10

M

83

9

moderate

NA

PD 11

M

68

3.5

mild

11

PD 12

M

70

13

mild

21

PD 13

M

71

5

mod-severe

34

PD 14

M

74

2

mild-mod

27

PD 15

M

69

10

mild

17

PD 17

M

74

2.5

mild

20

PD 18

M

63

6

mild

35.5

PD 19

M

78

3

mild

26

PD 20

M

73

7

mild

25.5

PD 21

M

63

7

moderate

25.5

PD 22

F

73

25

mild

32

PD 23

F

74

11

mild

17

PD 24

M

72

8

moderate

30

PD 25

F

54

5

mild

20

37

PD 26

F

PD 27

F

68

4

moderate

13

64
12
mild
17
Note. PD = Parkinson’s disease; Hypophonia severity = as rated by experimenter;
UPDRS III = Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (Part III: Motor Examination);
NA = Data not available

2.2

Apparatus

Participants were seated in an audiometric booth for the duration of the study.
Participants were provided with a standard set of audiometric headphones (Telephonics
51OCO17-1) and headset microphone (AKG C520) attached to a preamplifier (M-Audio
preamp USB), audiometer (GSI-10, model 1710), and desktop computer. A schematic of
the experimental setup is provided in Figure 1. The microphone was placed 6 cm from
the midline of the participant’s mouth. Calibration of the microphone was established
through the use of a sound level meter placed 15 cm (6 inches) from the participant’s
mouth while they produced three short (<5sec) ‘ah’ sounds at 70 dBA SPL. The
recording module in the Praat software (Boersma & Weenink, 2011) was used to digitize
the speech samples at 44.1 kHz and 16 bits. During speech tasks, the audiometer was
used to alter the intensity of the participant’s speech. The headphone output was
calibrated (made equivalent) to the input microphone using speech noise produced by the
audiometer and an audio speaker placed 6 cm from the headset microphone. The
calibration of the output of the headphones was accomplished with an earphone coupler
(Bruel & Kjaer, type 4152) attached to a sound level meter (Bruel & Kjaer, type 2203).
Auditory speech stimuli in the imitation task were presented through the same
headphones through which participants were presented AIF. The headphones were
connected to an audio amplifier that received the calibrated speech stimuli from the audio
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output of a laptop computer, which played the prerecorded audio (.wav) files. The
computer program GoldWave (http://www.goldwave.com) was used to amplify or
attenuate the speech audio file and create the target level experimental stimulus files (i.e.
50, 60, 70, 80 dBA SPL). For the measurement of speech intensity in all conditions and
tasks, the recorded speech audio files were measured off-line using the acoustic intensity
measurement module in the Praat program. Using Praat, long (+250ms) unvoiced
segments or pauses were selectively removed and the root mean squared (RMS) intensity
contour method was used to obtain the average intensity for each utterance.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup.

2.3

Procedures

The general conditions for this study were presented in the following order:
altered intensity feedback, AIF with background noise, complete masking of auditory
feedback, and instructions to ignore auditory feedback. The order of all conditions was
selected so as to minimize the influence on other tasks of the instruction to “ignore the
auditory feedback” in the final condition as well as any potential residual Lombard effect
from the background noise conditions. It is important to gather participant responses to
altered feedback and communication contexts (i.e. background noise) with minimal
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knowledge or sensitivity to the production of their speech so as to ensure that the natural
response of the auditory feedback system is recorded. The order of specific speech tasks
was as follows: (1) conversation (near interlocutor distance), (2) conversation (far
interlocutor distance), (3) vowel production, (4) reading at habitual speech intensity, (5)
reading 2x louder than habitual, (6) reading 4x louder, (7) reading at maximum loudness,
(8) imitation of 50dB stimuli, (9) imitation of 60dB stimuli, (10) imitation of 70dB
stimuli, (11) imitation of 80dB stimuli, production of tasks (1-11) in background noise,
(12) reading with instruction to ignore auditory feedback, (13) reading with instruction to
ignore auditory feedback in background noise, production of all tasks (1-11) in complete
masking noise. Several acoustic differences (longer vowel durations, longer voice onset
times, etc) have been previously associated with vowel and reading tasks (Brown &
Docherty, 1995; Kent, Kent, Rosenbek, Vorperian, & Weismer, 1997), and so to avoid
this potential influence on the conversation tasks, the conversation tasks were completed
first. The MP and imitation tasks were in sequential order to facilitate success of scaling
loudness in this task. Speech sensorimotor adaptation has been suggested in some studies
(Houde & Jordan, 1998; Purcell & Munhall, 2006) however the short duration of time our
participants will be perceiving altered feedback conditions is not expected to elicit this
process.
The study protocol was typically completed in a single session with an average
duration of 2.75 hours (range = 2.5-3 hours). Participants were provided 1 rest break
approximately half way through the study protocol or as requested (typically only the one
break was requested and some participants preferred no break). Due to scheduling
reasons, 3 PD participants and 1 control participant completed the study across 2 visits. In
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each of these cases the second visit was within 3 months (range 1-3 months) following
the initial visit.
2.3.1 Altered Intensity Feedback (AIF)
The following speech tasks were completed during AIF: conversation with the
experimenter at a close distance (1 meter interlocutor distance), conversation with the
experimenter at a far distance (6 meter interlocutor distance), vowel production, sentence
reading, magnitude production task, imitation task, and instruction to ignore auditory
feedback task. Details of these tasks are below. The randomly altered intensity feedback
conditions included 6 conditions; 5, 10 and 15dB reductions in the feedback intensity and
5, 10 and 15dB increases in the feedback intensity.
2.3.2 Speech Tasks
Conversation. The conversation task involved the participant discussing with the
experimenter emotionally neutral and cognitively low topics such as family, hobbies,
recent vacations, etc.
Vowel Prolongation. The vowel prolongation task involved the sustained
phonation of “ah” in a comfortable speaking voice for approximately 3 seconds for each
condition.
Sentence Readings. Sentences included randomly selected items from the
Sentence Intelligibility Test (SIT) (Yorkston, Beukelman & Tice, 1996) as well as a
standard sentence that includes a variety of consonant and vowel sounds that can be
useful in the acoustic analysis of PD speech “She saw patty buy two poppies”
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(Abeyesekera et al, 2019; Knowles et al., 2018). All sentences were printed on paper for
participants to read with the experimenter instruction to “read these sentences to me” in
order to encourage reading aloud. The sentence “She saw patty buy two poppies” was
used for all further analysis in the current study.
2.3.3 Background Noise
Each of the tasks described above in AIF were completed again in a 65dB
background noise condition. Multi-talker background noise was presented to the
participant through the same headphones as the AIF.
2.3.4 Magnitude Production Task
The magnitude production task involved reading the sentence “She saw Patty buy
two poppies”. Reading of this sentence was performed at 1) a comfortable loudness, 2)
with the instruction to read at a loudness that was two times louder than normal speaking
loudness, 3) with instruction to read four times louder than normal loudness, and 4) with
instruction to read at a maximum loudness.
2.3.5 Imitation Task
Previously recorded speech samples of sentence readings played for participants
to listen at different levels of intensity. The four intensity presentations included 50dB,
60dB, 70dB and 80dB SPL. The stimuli were presented through headphones. Participants
were then asked to imitate the sentences and specifically the loudness of the speech
samples played to them. For the imitation task presented in 65dB background noise, the
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speech stimuli were presented in no noise and participants were presented with the
background noise during their production of the imitation only.
2.3.6 Complete Masking Noise
The following tasks were completed during complete masking noise (same as the
above speech tasks with AIF): conversation with the experimenter at a close distance (1
meter interlocutor distance), conversation with the experimenter at a far distance (6 meter
interlocutor distance), vowel prolongation, sentence reading, magnitude production task,
and imitation task. During speech production the participants were presented with higher
intensity multi-talker background noise (100dB SPL) so as to completely mask auditory
perception of their own speech.
2.3.7 Instruction to Ignore Auditory Feedback Task
This task involved reading sentences from the sentence-reading task described
above, however they were asked to ignore the auditory feedback. This was described to
participants as an attempt to ignore the feedback coming through the headphones and
instead maintain a constant loudness, as the experimenter would hear it, since the
experimenter could not hear what was being transmitted through the headphones.
2.3.8 Loudness Perception
Participants were asked to rate the loudness of their speech during 3 of the 7
altered intensity feedback conditions (no feedback, 10dB reduction and 10dB increase),
in no noise and in 65dB background noise, in the magnitude production task and
instruction to ignore auditory feedback tasks. Participants were also asked to rate the
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loudness of their speech while completing the MP task in the complete masking noise
condition. Rating data were collected using a visual analogue scale (VAS). Participants
rated their self-perceived loudness by placing a dash along a line (endpoints labeled low
loudness and high loudness).
2.4

Statistical Analysis

2.4.1 Sample Size Determination and Power Calculation
G*Power v3 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) was used to complete the a
priori estimated sample size for a comparison involving independent means. The power
calculations were based on results from two studies of speech intensity in PD. The
Adams and colleagues (2010) study was used to determine effect sizes for PD versus
control comparisons, interlocutor distance comparisons, and noise comparisons. The
resulting effect sizes ranged from 1.14 to .76. In addition, the Clark and colleagues
(2014) study was used to obtain effect size estimates for PD versus control comparisons
obtained during intensity imitation tasks and intensity related magnitude production tasks.
The resulting effect sizes ranged from 1.71 to .75. Given that the estimated effect size
of .75 was the lowest estimate, this value was selected as the most conservative estimate
for performing the power analysis for the current study.
This analysis indicated that a sample size of 46 (PD=23; controls=23) would be
required to detect a significant effect with an effect size of .75, a power of .80 and an
alpha of .05. In order to ensure that this minimum level of power was achieved, an
additional 6 participants (3 per group) were recruited in the study although some were
subsequently dropped for reasons discussed in detail in Section 2.1. Using the actual
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sample size that was finally obtained in the present study (PD=26; control=24), a posthoc power analysis was performed using an effect size of .75, and alpha of .05. This posthoc analysis provided a power estimate of .83.
2.4.2 Statistical Analysis for Altered Intensity Feedback
All statistical tests were conducted using IBM SPSS Version 21.0 (IBM, 2011).
The speech intensity responses to AIF in the PD and control groups were analyzed using
two-way repeated measures ANOVA with group (PD vs. healthy controls) as the
between-subjects factor, and AIF level (-15dB, -10dB, -5dB, 0dB, +5dB, +10dB, +15dB)
as the within-subjects factor. Any significant interactions lead to post-hoc comparisons.
Linear regression analysis was completed in order to examine the relationship between
the levels of speech intensity that were produced for each level of altered intensity
feedback. A t-test was used to examine the average AIF slopes for the PD and control
groups.
To examine the effect of speech tasks on speech intensity and the response to AIF,
a two-way ANOVA with speech task (conversation near, conversation far, reading
sentences, vowel prolongation) and group (PD vs. healthy controls) was first used to
examine the effects of task on speech intensity in the PD and control groups. A three-way
repeated measures ANOVA was then used to analyze the effect of speech tasks on the
AIF conditions in the two groups, with group (PD vs. healthy controls) as the betweensubjects factor, and speech task (conversation near, conversation far, reading sentences,
vowel prolongation) and AIF level (-15dB, -10dB, -5dB, 0dB, +5dB, +10dB, +15dB), as
within-subjects factors. Any significant interactions lead to post-hoc comparisons. Linear
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regression analysis was completed in order to examine the relationship between the levels
of speech intensity that were produced for each level of altered intensity feedback in the
different speech tasks. A two-way ANOVA (group by speech task) was used to examine
the average AIF slopes in the different speech tasks for the PD and control groups.
To examine the effect of the magnitude production task on speech intensity and
the response to AIF, a two-way ANOVA with magnitude production conditions (habitual
loudness, 2x loudness, 4x loudness, maximum loudness) and group (PD vs. healthy
controls) was first used to examine the effects of MP conditions on speech intensity in the
PD and control groups. A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was then used to
analyze the effect of MP task conditions on the AIF levels in the two groups, with group
(PD vs. healthy controls) as the between-subjects factor, and magnitude production
conditions (habitual loudness, 2x loudness, 4x loudness, maximum loudness) and AIF
level (-15dB, -10dB, -5dB, 0dB, +5dB, +10dB, +15dB), as within-subjects factors. Any
significant interactions lead to post-hoc comparisons.
To examine the effect of the imitation task on speech intensity and the response to
AIF, a two-way ANOVA with imitation task levels (50dB, 60dB, 70dB, 80dB) and group
(PD vs. healthy controls) was first used to examine the effects of imitation levels on
speech intensity in the PD and control groups. A three-way repeated measures ANOVA
was then used to analyze the effect of imitation task levels on the AIF conditions in the
two groups, with group (PD vs. healthy controls) as the between-subjects factor, and
imitation task levels (50dB, 60dB, 70dB, 80dB) and AIF level (-15dB, -10dB, -5dB, 0dB,
+5dB, +10dB, +15dB), as within-subjects factors. Any significant interactions lead to
post-hoc comparisons.
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To examine the effect of the instruction to ignore auditory feedback task on
speech intensity and the response to AIF, a two-way ANOVA with instruction conditions
(no instruction, with instruction) and group (PD vs. healthy controls) was first used to
examine the effects of instruction conditions on speech intensity in the PD and control
groups. A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was then used to analyze the effect of
instruction condition on the AIF levels in the two groups, with group (PD vs. healthy
controls) as the between-subjects factor, and instruction condition (no instruction, with
instruction) and AIF level (-15dB, -10dB, -5dB, 0dB, +5dB, +10dB, +15dB), as withinsubjects factors. Any significant interactions lead to post-hoc comparisons.
2.4.3 Statistical Analysis for 65dB Background Noise
The speech intensity responses to 65dB of background noise in the PD and
control groups were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA with group (PD vs. healthy
controls) as the between-subjects factor, and background noise (no noise, 65dB
background noise) as the within-subjects factor. This analysis was completed separately
for the different speech tasks (conversation at a near distance, conversation at a far
distance, vowel, reading), the MP task (habitual loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder,
maximum loudness), the imitation task (50dB, 60dB, 70dB, 80dB), and the instruction
conditions (no instruction, with instruction to ignore auditory feedback). Any significant
interactions lead to post-hoc comparisons.
A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the effect of
background noise on the speech tasks (conversation, vowel, reading) in the two groups,
with group (PD vs. healthy controls) as the between-subjects factor, and background
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noise (no noise, 65dB background noise) and speech tasks (conversation, vowel, reading)
as within-subjects factors. This analysis was also completed for the MP task (habitual
loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder, maximum loudness), the imitation task (50dB, 60dB,
70dB, 80dB) and the instruction conditions (no instruction, with instruction to ignore
auditory feedback). Any significant interactions lead to post-hoc comparisons.
A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the effect of
background noise on the AIF conditions in the two groups, with group (PD vs. healthy
controls) as the between-subjects factor, and background noise (no noise, 65dB
background noise) and AIF level (-15dB, -10dB, -5dB, 0dB, +5dB, +10dB, +15dB), as
within-subjects factors. Any significant interactions lead to post-hoc comparisons.
Linear regression analysis was completed in order to examine the relationship
between the levels of speech intensity that were produced for each level of AIF in the
context of background noise. A two-way ANOVA (group by noise condition) was used to
examine the average AIF slopes in the different noise conditions for the PD and control
groups.
2.4.4 Statistical Analysis for Complete Masking Noise
Responses to complete masking noise were subjected to a two-way with group
(PD vs. healthy controls) as the between-subjects factor and masking noise condition (no
noise, 100dB complete masking noise) as the within-subjects factor. This analysis was
completed separately for the speech tasks (conversation at a near distance, conversation
at a far distance, vowel, reading), the MP task (habitual loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder,
maximum loudness), and the imitation task (50dB, 60dB, 70dB, 80dB).
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A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the effect of
masking noise on the speech tasks (conversation, vowel, reading) in the two groups, with
group (PD vs. healthy controls) as the between-subjects factor, and with masking noise
condition (no noise, 100dB complete masking noise) and speech tasks (conversation at a
near distance, conversation at a far distance, vowel prolongation, reading) as withinsubjects factors. This analysis was also completed for the MP task (habitual loudness, 2x
louder, 4x louder, maximum loudness), and the imitation task (50dB, 60dB, 70dB, 80dB).
Any significant interactions lead to post-hoc comparisons.
2.4.5 Statistical Analysis for Self-Loudness Perception Ratings
Participant loudness perception ratings on the VAS in the MP task will be
measured and subjected to a two-way ANOVA involving the MP conditions (habitual
loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder, maximum loudness) and group factors (PD vs. controls).
A two-way ANOVA involving group (PD vs. controls) and AIF levels (-15dB, -10dB, 5dB, 0dB, +5dB, +10dB, +15dB) was used to examine the self-loudness ratings across
the AIF levels in the MP task. A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to
analyze the ratings in the MP task across the AIF levels with group (PD vs. controls) as
the between subjects factor, and with AIF conditions (-15dB, -10dB, -5dB, 0dB, +5dB,
+10dB, +15dB), and MP levels (habitual loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder, maximum
loudness) as within-subjects factors.
The self-loudness perception ratings in 65dB of background noise in the PD and
control groups were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA with group (PD vs. healthy
controls) as the between-subjects factor, and background noise (no noise, 65dB
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background noise) as the within-subjects factor. This analysis was completed separately
for the MP task (habitual loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder, maximum loudness), and the
instruction to ignore auditory feedback (no instruction, with instruction to ignore auditory
feedback). Any significant interactions lead to post-hoc comparisons.
A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the effect of
background noise on the loudness ratings in the MP task in the two groups, with group
(PD vs. healthy controls) as the between-subjects factor, and background noise (no noise,
65dB background noise) and MP tasks ((habitual loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder,
maximum loudness) as within-subjects factors. This analysis was also completed for the
instruction to ignore auditory feedback (no instruction, with instruction to ignore auditory
feedback). Any significant interactions lead to post-hoc comparisons.
Self-loudness perception ratings during the MP task in complete masking noise
were subjected to a two-way with group (PD vs. healthy controls) as the between-subjects
factor and masking noise condition (no noise, 100dB complete masking noise) as the
within-subjects factor.
A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the loudness ratings
during the MP task in complete masking noise in the two groups, with group (PD vs.
healthy controls) as the between-subjects factor, and with masking noise condition (no
noise, 100dB complete masking noise) and MP tasks (habitual loudness, 2x louder, 4x
louder, maximum loudness) as within-subjects factors. Any significant interactions lead
to post-hoc comparisons.
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Chapter 3: Results

3.1

Altered Intensity Feedback (AIF)

3.1.1 Effect of AIF on speech intensity in PD and HC groups (Objective 1)
The primary objective of the present study was to examine the effect of altered
intensity feedback (AIF) on speech intensity in PD. This objective was addressed by
comparing the effects of seven AIF conditions on speech intensity in PD and HC groups.
The statistical method used to address this objective was the two-way repeated measures
ANOVA. The statistical result that best addressed objective 1 was the two-way
interaction involving group by AIF condition interaction.
The marginal means related to the 7 feedback conditions for both the PD and
control groups are shown in Figure 2 and the related descriptive statistics are shown in
Table 1. The results of the two-way (group by AIF feedback condition) ANOVA
indicated that there was no significant main effect of group (F (1,46) = 0.327, p = 0.570)
with PD participants having a similar marginal mean (M = 68.204; SD = 2.98 to that of
the control participants (M = 68.639; SD = 2.21). In contrast, there was a significant main
effect of altered intensity feedback condition on speech intensity (F (6,276) =197.48, p =
0.000). A post-hoc analysis was used to examine the pairwise comparisons related to the
7 feedback conditions. The results of these pairwise post-hoc comparisons are shown in
Table 2. In general, a significant difference in speech intensity was found for each of the
pairwise comparisons and this is reflected in the general pattern involving a gradual
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increase in response speech intensity as the intensity of the altered feedback was
gradually reduced from +15 to -15dB (Figure 2).
It is important to note that the main effect of feedback condition needs to be
qualified because of the finding of a significant group by feedback condition interaction
(F (6,276) = 42.55, p = 0.000) for speech intensity. This significant interaction is
illustrated in Figure 2, which shows that the previously described trend involving an
increase in speech intensity as the feedback intensity decreases is different for the PD
participants relative to the control participants. In particular, across the feedback
conditions, the control participants showed greater response intensity to the feedback
conditions than the PDs. This is also reflected in Figure 2 by the steeper negative slope in
the intensity versus feedback condition plot for the controls relative to the PD participants.
In order to examine the group by feedback condition interaction in more detail,
difference values were calculated by subtracting the response speech intensity produced
during the 0dB altered feedback condition from each of the other 6 altered intensity
feedback conditions (-15dB, -10dB, -5dB, +5dB, +10dB, +15dB). These difference
results are shown in Figure 3. Each of these 6 zero-referenced difference scores were
obtained for the PD and control participants and submitted to an interaction post-hoc
analysis. This interaction post-hoc analysis revealed a significant group difference for 5
of the 6 pairs (exception is the +5 - 0dB difference) of the condition difference
comparisons (p < .05). The descriptive statistics and the results of this interaction-related
post-hoc analysis are presented in Table 3. The results of this post-hoc analysis revealed
that the size of the compensation response (i.e. zero referenced difference score), both in
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the negative and positive directions was consistently lower for the PD participants
relative to the controls.
An additional interaction-related post-hoc analysis was performed to compare the
absolute size of the compensation response for the negative feedback conditions to that of
the positive feedback conditions and to compare this negative versus positive feedback
difference across the PD and control groups. The results of this interaction related posthoc analysis is presented in Table 4. The results indicate the absolute size of the response
intensity is smaller for the -15dB feedback condition than the +15dB feedback condition
for both the PD group and the control group (p = .001; p = .029 respectively).
Interestingly, although the following comparisons did not reach statistical significance,
for the -10dB vs. +10dB comparison, the absolute size of the response intensity was
larger for the negative feedback condition compared to the positive feedback condition in
the control group but smaller for the negative feedback condition in the PD group.
Figure 2. Marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 7 AIF conditions.
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Table 2. Marginal means and standard deviations related to the 7 AIF conditions obtained for
the PD (n= 25) and HC (n=23) groups.
AIF
Conditions

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

-15 dB

68.93

2.99

70.88

2.48

-10 dB

68.88

2.97

70.54

2.45

-5 dB

68.54

2.96

69.43

2.25

0 dB

68.39

3.06

68.72

2.09

+5 dB

67.89

2.98

67.84

2.18

+10 dB

67.67

3.00

67.09

2.29

+15 dB

67.13

3.10

65.97

2.37

Table 3. Post-hoc results related to pairwise comparisons involving the marginal means for
the 7 AIF conditions (-15dB), (-10dB), (-5dB), (0dB), (+5dB), (+10dB), and (+15dB).
Feedback
Conditions

Pairwise comparisons and p values
-15

SD

-15 dB

69.91

2.76

-10 dB

69.71

2.73

.291

-5 dB

68.98

2.65

<.001*

<.001*

0 dB

68.56

2.64

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

+5 dB

67.87

2.63

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

+10 dB

67.38

2.69

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

+15 dB

66.55

2.78

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

* = significant at p < 0.05

-10

-5

0

Mean

+5

+10

<.001*

+15
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Figure 3. Difference values for PD and HC groups and 6 AIF conditions.

Table 4. Post-hoc comparisons related to difference scores (referenced to the 0 feedback
condition) for the 6 difference conditions (-15 – 0), (-10 – 0), (-5 – 0), (5 – 0), (10 – 0), and (150) obtained for the PD (n=26) and HC (n=24) groups.
Difference
Conditions

PD

HC

PD – HC difference
score t-test
Standard
Mean
error
difference
difference

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

-15 – 0

-.49

.73

-2.12

1.02

1.64

.25

-10 – 0

-.44

.59

-1.79

.94

1.35

.22

-5 – 0

-.13

.66

-.70

.58

.57

.18

5–0

.52

.64

.86

.61

-.34

.18

10 – 0

.73

.58

1.57

.72

-.84

.18

15 – 0

1.30

.79

2.68

1.06

-1.38

.26

* = significant at p < 0.05

t-value

t(48) =
6.58
t(48) =
6.11
t(48) =
3.25
t(48) =
-1.91
t(48) =
-4.59
t(48) =
-5.25

p
value
<.001*
<.001*
.002*
.063
<.001*
<.001*
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Table 5. Post-hoc comparisons related to difference scores (referenced to the 0 feedback
condition) for the 3 difference conditions related to the negative versus positive feedback
conditions (-15 vs +15), (-10 vs +10), and (-5 vs +5) obtained for the PD (n=26) and HC (n=24)
groups.
Difference
Conditions

PD

PD – HC
difference score

HC

p value

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

-15 vs +15

1.78

1.05

4.80

1.71

.61

1.03

.002*

-10 vs +10

1.18

.75

3.36

1.33

.003

.81

1.000

-5 vs +5

.65

.61

1.56

.77

.112

.76

1.000

* = significant at p < 0.05

3.1.2 AIF slope analysis of PD and HC groups
To examine the effect of AIF conditions in more detail, a linear regression
analysis was performed on each participant’s data using the speech intensity response
values and the corresponding values relating to each of the AIF conditions (-15 to +15dB).
From each of these individual participant regression analyses an individual slope value
was obtained. Thus, the slope of the AIF response function was determined for each
participant and these individual slope values were used to compare the average AIF slope
for the PD and control groups using an independent t-test. The results of the t-test
indicated a significant difference between groups (t (48) = 8.174, p = 0.000), such that the
PD group had a significantly reduced negative slope (M= -0.06; SD= 0.03) compared to
the steeper negative slope of the control group (M= -0.16; SD= 0.06). The descriptive
statistics related to this analysis are provided in Table 5 and depicted in Figure 4.
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Table 6. Descriptive statistics related to the slope values in the PD and HC groups.
PD

HC

PD-HC t-test

SD

Mean

SD

Mean
difference

SE
difference

t value

p value

Mean
-0.06

0.03

-0.16

0.06

0.10

0.01

t(48) = 8.17

<.001*

* = significant at p < 0.05

Figure 4. Average slope values in the PD and HC groups.

3.2

Speech Tasks

3.2.1 Effect of speech tasks on speech intensity and the response to AIF in PD and HC
groups (Objective 2)
Objective 2 had a dual purpose. The first part was to examine the effects of
different speech tasks on speech intensity in PD and HC groups. The second part was to
examine the effects of speech tasks on the response to the AIF conditions in the PD and
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HC groups. In order to address part 1, a two-way ANOVA involving speech task and
group factors was used.
The results of the two-way (group by speech task) ANOVA indicated that there
was not a significant main effect of group (F (1,46) = .327, p = 0.570). The results of the
two-way ANOVA indicated that there was a significant main effect of speech task (F
(3,138) = 82.08, p = 0.000). The descriptive statistics related to the speech intensity
obtained for the PD and HC groups during each of the speech tasks are shown in Table 6.
The post hoc analysis of simple main effects related to the 4 speech tasks (conversation at
a near distance, conversation at a far distance, vowel prolongation, and reading task) are
shown in Table 7. In general, post hoc analysis of simple main effects for speech tasks
revealed that speech intensity was increased in conversation at a far distance compared to
conversation at a near distance and reading sentences. In addition, the sentence reading
task had lower speech intensity than all other tasks. The group by speech task interaction
was not significant (F (3,138) = 1.335, p = .265).
Table 7. Descriptive statistics for the 4 speech tasks in the PD and HC groups.
Speech Task

HC

PD
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

67.90

3.31

68.53

2.85

70.07

3.5

71.30

2.81

Vowel

69.78

3.27

69.95

2.06

Reading
(habitual)

65.07

3.91

64.77

2.82

Conversation
(near)
Conversation
(far)
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Table 8. Post-hoc results related to pairwise comparisons involving the marginal means for
the 4 speech tasks.
Pairwise comparisons and p values

Speech Task
Mean

SD

68.22

3.07

70.68

3.16

Vowel

69.87

2.73

Reading
(habitual)

64.92

3.40

Conversation
(near)
Conversation
(far)

Conversation
(near)

Conversation
(far)

Vowel

Reading
(habitual)

<.001*
<.001*

.414

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

* = significant at p < 0.05

The above results indicate that there was an effect of the speech tasks on speech
intensity. Given this speech task effect, an important consideration is to determine if this
speech task effect had a modulating effect on the AIF conditions in the PD and HC
groups. This consideration is the focus of the second part of Objective 2. In order to
examine this potential modulating effect, a three-way (group by AIF feedback condition
by speech task) repeated measures ANOVA for the dependent measure of speech
intensity was performed. The results of the three-way ANOVA indicated that there was a
significant three-way interaction involving group, altered intensity feedback condition
and speech task (F (18,828) =10.631, p = 0.000). A significant three-way interaction
indicates that an underlying two-way interaction differs as a function of a third factor or
independent variable. In the present context, the three-way interaction indicated that the
two-way interaction involving the AIF condition by group interaction differed across the
third factor related to speech tasks.
In order to interpret this three-way interaction, a separate plot of the two-way AIF
by group interaction was created for each of the four speech conditions. These four plots
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are shown in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. The descriptive statistics related to the data in these
figures is presented in Table 8. Visual inspection of these four figures indicates how the
two-way interaction involving AIF by group differed across the speech tasks. As
previously described, the two-way AIF by group interaction was characterized by the
control group having a steeper negative slope than the PD group across the AIF
conditions (-15dB to +15dB). When the four speech tasks are examined separately it is
observed that the group difference in the slopes is not the same across the four speech
tasks. In particular, the group difference in the slopes was more pronounced during the
conversation tasks than during the reading and vowel tasks. Thus, for the conversation
tasks, the control group had a much steeper negative slope than the PD group but, for the
reading and vowel tasks, the control group had a negative slope that was similar to that of
the PD group. In general, these results indicate that the PD participants had a different
response to the AIF conditions than the controls and that this abnormal response to AIF
was modulated by the speech tasks and was most apparent during the conversation tasks.
Table 9. Descriptive statistics for the 4 speech tasks and AIF levels in the PD and HC groups.
Speech Task

AIF Level

Conversation
(near distance)

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

-15dB

68.18

3.29

71.37

3.40

-10dB

68.25

3.35

71.04

3.56

-5dB

68.25

3.47

69.25

2.84

0dB

67.89

3.41

68.48

2.56

+5dB

67.68

3.46

67.49

3.07

+10dB

67.81

3.47

66.91

2.85

+15dB

67.26

3.41

65.18

2.93
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Conversation
(far distance)

Vowel
Prolongation

Reading
(habitual)

-15dB

70.60

3.78

74.10

3.12

-10dB

70.44

3.92

73.34

2.85

-5dB

70.45

3.56

72.28

2.82

0dB

70.29

3.47

71.43

2.97

+5dB

70.09

3.46

70.52

2.82

+10dB

69.31

3.48

69.34

2.96

+15dB

69.31

3.53

68.08

3.05

-15dB

71.32

3.07

72.15

2.36

-10dB

71.04

2.99

71.87

2.33

-5dB

70.31

3.16

71.08

2.35

0dB

69.88

3.53

69.84

1.93

+5dB

69.32

3.53

69.12

2.13

+10dB

68.51

3.39

68.05

2.02

+15dB

68.07

3.95

67.57

2.52

-15dB

65.63

3.96

65.91

3.07

-10dB

65.78

3.79

65.92

3.09

-5dB

65.13

4.07

65.09

3.07

0dB

65.50

3.96

65.15

2.80

+5dB

64.49

4.08

64.22

2.65

+10dB

65.06

4.13

64.06

3.04

+15dB

63.87

3.79

63.05

2.71
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Figure 5. Marginal Means for the PD and HC groups across 7 AIF conditions in the
conversation at a near distance speech task.

Figure 6. Marginal Means for the PD and HC groups across 7 AIF conditions in the
conversation at a far distance speech task.
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Figure 7. Marginal Means for the PD and HC groups across 7 AIF conditions in the vowel
prolongation speech task.

Figure 8. Marginal Means for the PD and HC groups across 7 AIF conditions in the sentence
reading (habitual speech intensity) speech task.

3.2.2 AIF slope analysis of speech tasks
To examine the effect of speech tasks on the AIF conditions in more detail, the
slope of the AIF function was determined for each participant and the average slope for
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each group was examined across the 4 speech tasks. For this slope analysis, the average
slope was examined using a two-way (group by speech task) ANOVA. The results
indicated a main effect of group (F (1,43) = 60.59, p = 0.000), such that the PD group had
a significantly lower (flatter) slope (M= -0.061; SD= 0.04) compared to the steeper slope
of the control group (M= -0.167; SD= 0.05). In addition, results of the two-way ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of speech task (F (3, 129)= 17.434, p = 0.000). The
descriptive statistics related to the slope of each speech task (conversation at a near
distance, conversation at a far distance, vowel prolongation, reading at habitual loudness)
for both the PD and control groups are shown in Table 9. These results suggest that
overall; the participants produced a flatter slope of the AIF response function in the
reading task compared to all other speech tasks. The results for the two-way ANOVA
also produced a significant group by speech task interaction F (3, 129) = 26.959, p = .000.
The descriptive statistics related to the slope values of the 4 speech tasks in the PD and
control groups are provided in Table 10 and depicted in Figure 9.
Table 10. Post-hoc results related to pairwise comparisons involving the marginal slope means
for the 4 speech tasks.
Pairwise comparisons and p values

Speech Task
Mean

SD

-.118

.07

-.120

.05

Vowel

-.142

.07

Reading
(habitual)

-.075

.05

Conversation
(near)
Conversation
(far)

* = significant at p < 0.05

Conversation
(near)

Conversation (far)

Vowel

1.000
.243

.434

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

Reading
(habitual)
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Table 11. Descriptive statistics for the slope values of the 4 speech tasks in the PD and HC
groups.
Speech Task

HC

PD
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

-.032

.05

-.205

.08

-.042

.06

-.198

.06

Vowel

-.116

.07

-.167

.07

Reading
(habitual)

-.054

.03

-.097

.06

Conversation
(near)
Conversation
(far)

Figure 9. Marginal slope mean for the 4 speech tasks by the PD and HC group.

To examine this interaction in more detail, post hoc analysis was performed. This
post-hoc analysis involved comparisons between the PD and control groups for each of
the pairwise difference scores related to the 4 speech tasks. Results of the post-hoc
analysis are provided in Table 11. This post-hoc analysis revealed that the group
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differences in slope values for the speech tasks was most apparent in the conversation
compared to the other speech tasks (vowel and reading), and that neither the difference in
conversation at near vs. far interlocutor distances nor the difference between vowel and
reading speech tasks differed significantly between groups. Thus, the slope analysis is
consistent with the AIF level analysis and further confirms that the AIF function is
steeper in controls and that this group difference is most apparent in the conversational
speech tasks rather than the reading and vowel tasks.
Table 12. Interaction post-hocs involving a comparison of the two groups (PD vs. HC) for
each of the 6 pairwise difference scores related to the 4 speech tasks (convN – convF), (conN –
read), (convN – vowel), (convF – read), (convF – vowel), and (read – vowel).
Difference
Conditions

ConN ConF
ConN –
Vowel
ConN –
Read
ConF –
Vowel
ConF –
Read
Read –
Vowel

PD

HC

PD – HC difference
score t-test
Standard
Mean
error
difference
difference

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

-.02

.06

.00

.07

-.03

.02

-.08

.07

.04

.07

-.12

.02

-.02

.05

.11

.05

-.13

.01

-.06

.09

.03

.07

-.10

.02

-.00

.06

.10

.07

-.11

.02

.06

.06

.07

.05

-.01

.01

t-value

t(48) =
-1.34
t(48) =
-6.05
t(48) =
-9.74
t(48) =
-4.01
t(48) =
-6.07
t(48) =
-.93

p
value

.175
<.001*
<.001*
<.001*
<.001*
.358

* = significant at p < 0.05

3.3

Background Noise

3.3.1 The effects of background noise conditions on speech intensity and the response to
AIF in PD and HC groups (Objective 3)
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Objective 3 was focused on two parts. The first part was to examine the effects of
different background noise conditions on speech intensity in PD and HC groups. The
second part was to examine the effects of noise conditions on the response to the AIF
conditions in the PD and HC groups. In order to address part 1, a two-way ANOVA
involving noise conditions and group factors was used.
The descriptive statistics related to the noise conditions (no noise and 65dB
background noise) for both the PD and control groups are shown in Table 12. The results
of the two-way (group by background noise) ANOVA indicated that there was a
significant main effect of BGN (F (1,46) = 25.725, p = 0.000). Post hoc analysis of
simple main effects revealed that the noise condition (M = 69.28; SD = 2.70) was
associated with higher speech intensity relative to the no noise condition (M = 67.56; SD
= 3.06) (p = .000). The group by noise condition interaction was not significant (F (1,46)
= 2.185, p = .146).
Table 13. Descriptive statistics of marginal means and standard deviations related to the
background noise conditions obtained for the PD (n= 25) and HC (n=23) groups.
Background
Noise

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

67.60

3.43

67.53

2.58

65 dB noise

68.81

3.05

69.75

2.26

The above results indicate that there was an effect of the noise conditions on
speech intensity. Given this noise condition effect, an important consideration was to
determine if the noise conditions had a modulating effect on the AIF conditions in the PD
and HC groups. This consideration is the focus of the second part of Objective 2. In order
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to examine this potential modulating effect, a three-way (group by AIF feedback
condition by noise condition) repeated measures ANOVA for the dependent measure of
speech intensity was performed.
The results of the three-way ANOVA indicated that there was a significant threeway interaction involving altered intensity feedback condition, background noise and
group on speech intensity (F (6,276) =4.202, p = 0.000). This significant three-way
interaction indicates that an underlying two-way interaction differs as a function of a
third factor or independent variable. In the present context, the three-way interaction
indicates that the two-way interaction involving the AIF condition by group interaction
differs across the third factor related to the noise conditions.
In order to interpret this three-way interaction, a separate plot of the two-way AIF
by group interaction was created for both of the noise conditions. These two plots are
shown in Figures 10 and 11. The descriptive statistics related to the data in these figures
is presented in Table 13. Visual inspection of these two figures indicates how the twoway interactions involving AIF by group differ across the noise conditions. As
previously described, the two-way AIF by group interaction is characterized by the
control group having a steeper negative slope than the PD group across the AIF
conditions (-15dB to +15dB). However, when the two noise conditions are examined
separately it is observed that the group difference in the slopes is not the same across the
noise conditions. In particular, the group difference in the slopes is more pronounced
during the 65dB noise condition than during the no noise condition. Thus, for the noise
condition, the control group has a much steeper negative slope than the PD group but, for
no noise condition, the control group has a negative slope that is similar to that of the PD
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group. In general, these interaction results indicate that the PD participants had a different
response to the AIF conditions than the controls and that this abnormal response to AIF
was most apparent during the 65dB noise condition.
Figure 10. Marginal Means for the PD and HC groups for the no noise condition across 7
AIF conditions.

Figure 11. Marginal Means for the PD and HC groups across 7 AIF conditions for the 65dB
background noise condition.
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Table 14. Descriptive statistics of marginal means and standard deviations related to the
background noise conditions and AIF conditions obtained for the PD (n= 25) and HC (n=23)
groups.
Background Noise
Condition
No Noise

65dB Noise

AIF
Level

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

-15dB

68.32

3.59

69.46

2.80

-10dB

68.21

3.38

69.20

2.97

-5dB

67.87

3.35

68.06

2.65

0dB

67.65

3.62

67.60

2.48

+5dB

67.41

3.48

66.76

2.59

+10dB

67.05

3.37

66.31

2.55

+15dB

66.68

3.59

65.32

2.65

-15dB

69.55

3.08

72.31

2.69

-10dB

69.54

3.13

71.88

2.50

-5dB

69.21

3.20

70.79

2.30

0dB

69.14

3.09

69.85

2.31

+5dB

68.38

3.03

68.91

2.24

+10dB

68.29

3.11

67.87

2.38

+15dB

67.58

3.13

66.62

2.46

3.3.2 AIF slope analysis of noise conditions
To examine the effect of the noise conditions on the AIF conditions in more detail,
the slope of the AIF function was determined for each participant and the average slope
for each group was examined across the two noise conditions. For this slope analysis, the
average slope was examined using a two-way (group by noise condition) ANOVA. The
results indicated a main effect of group (F (1,43) = 60.59, p = 0.000), such that the PD
group had a significantly less steep negative slope (M= -0.061; SD= 0.04) compared to
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the steeper negative slope in the control group (M= -0.167; SD= 0.05). In addition,
results of the two-way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of background noise (F
(1, 43) = 11.717, p = 0.001), such that a significantly less steep slope was produced by
both groups in no noise condition (M= -0.10; SD= 0.05) compared to the steeper slope
produced in the 65dB noise condition (M= -0.13; SD= 0.06). These findings are also
depicted in Figure 12.
Figure 12. Marginal means related to the AIF slope for the 2 background noise conditions.
The dB/dB unit of the slope variable corresponds to the dB reduction in speech intensity per dB
increase in AIF.

Results of the ANOVA revealed an interaction effect of background noise and
group (F (1, 43) = 5.354, p= .026). Figure 13 presents these findings and these are also
reflected in the post hoc analysis of the interaction (Table 14), which revealed that the PD
group had slope values that were similar across the noise conditions while the control
group showed a difference in slope values across the noise conditions. This slope analysis
indicates that the control participants produce a steeper AIF function compared to the PD
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participants and that this group difference in the AIF slope becomes more apparent in the
context of background noise.
Figure 13. Marginal slope means for the 2 noise conditions in the PD and HC groups. The
dB/dB unit of the slope variable corresponds to the dB reduction in speech intensity per dB
increase in AIF.

Table 15. Interaction post-hocs involving a comparison of the two groups (PD vs. HC) for
each of the difference scores related to the two noise conditions (no noise – 65dB noise).
Difference
Conditions

No Noise –
Noise

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

-.01

.05

-.05

.07

* = significant at p < 0.05

PD – HC difference
score t-test
Standard
Mean
error
difference
difference

t-value

p
value

.04

t(48)=
2.44

.019*

.02
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3.4

Magnitude Production (MP) Task

3.4.1 Effect of MP task on speech intensity and the response to AIF in PD and HC groups
(Objective 4)

Objective 4 was focused on two parts. The first part was to examine the effects of
a Magnitude Production (MP) task on speech intensity in PD and HC groups. The second
part was to examine the effects of the MP task levels on the response to the AIF
conditions in the PD and HC groups. In order to address part 1, a two-way ANOVA
involving the MP levels (habitual loudness, 2 times louder, 4 times louder, maximum
loudness) and group factors was used.
The results of the two-way (group by MP task levels) ANOVA indicated that
there was a significant main effect of the MP task (F (3,144) = 330.395, p = 0.000). The
descriptive statistics related to the MP task levels (habitual loudness, 2 times louder, 4
times louder, maximum loudness) for all participants are shown in Table 15 and depicted
in Figure 14. As the table and figure suggest, the speech intensity produced by
participants increased with each successive magnitude production level (p=.000). Both
the main effect of group (F(1,46)= .591, p= .446) and the group by MP task interaction (F
(3,144) = 2.400, p = .070) were not significant. The two-way interaction involving group
by AIF conditions was significant (F(6,288)=9.207, p=.000). As depicted in Figure 15,
this interaction confirms that the PD and HC groups continued to show different
responses (reduced slope by the PD group) to the AIF conditions even in the context of
the 4 magnitude production tasks.
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Table 16. Post-hoc results related to pairwise comparisons involving the marginal means for
the 4 MP levels.
Magnitude
Production
Level

Pairwise comparisons and p values

Habitual

Mean

SD

2x louder

Habitual

64.86

3.38

2 x louder

69.06

3.91

<.001*

4 x louder

72.28

4.37

<.001*

<.001*

Maximum

75.57

4.34

<.001*

<.001*

4x louder

<.001*

* = significant at p < 0.05

Figure 14. Marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 4 MP task levels.

Maximum
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Figure 15. Marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 7 AIF conditions in the MP task.

Given there was an effect of the MP task on speech intensity, the second part of
Objective 4 aimed to examine the potential modulating effect of this MP task on the AIF
conditions in the two groups. A three-way (group by AIF feedback condition by MP
level) repeated measures ANOVA for the dependent measure of speech intensity was
performed. The three-way ANOVA results indicate the group by AIF task by MP task
interaction only approached significance (F (18,864) = 1.495, p= .084), suggesting that
the MP levels did not have a modulating effect on the AIF conditions in the PD and HC
groups. This three-way interaction is depicted in Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19 and it appears
this interaction approached significance as a result of the speech intensity produced in the
maximum loudness MP condition. As depicted in Figure 18, the PD group produced a
flatter slope across the AIF levels compared to the control group in this condition,
perhaps due to a further reduction of the AIF effects while producing maximum loudness.
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Figure 16. Marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 7 AIF conditions in the reading
at habitual loudness MP task.

Figure 17. Marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 7 AIF conditions in the reading
at 2x louder MP task.
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Figure 18. Marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 7 AIF conditions in the reading
at 4x louder MP task.

Figure 19. Marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 7 AIF conditions in the reading
at maximum loudness MP task.

3.4.2 The effect of background noise on the response to the MP task in PD and HC
groups (Objective 5)
Objective 5 was focused on two parts. The first part was to examine the effects of
background noise conditions on speech intensity in PD and HC groups. The second part
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was to examine the effects of the noise conditions on the response to the MP task
conditions in the PD and HC groups. In order to address part 1, a two-way ANOVA
involving the noise condition (no noise and 65dB noise) and group factors was used. In
order to address part 2, a three-way ANOVA involving MP task conditions, noise
conditions and group factors was used.
The descriptive statistics related to the noise conditions (no noise and 65dB
background noise) for both the PD and control groups are shown in Table 16. The results
of the two-way (group by background noise) ANOVA indicated that there was a
significant main effect of BGN (F (1,48) = 28.922, p = 0.000). Interestingly, post hoc
analysis of simple main effects revealed that the no noise condition (M = 71.67; SD =
4.50) was associated with higher speech intensity relative to the 65dB noise condition (M
= 69.22; SD = 3.53) (p = .000). This result suggests that participants had more difficulty
producing BGN-related increases in intensity in the context of the MP task. The group by
noise condition interaction was not significant (F (1,48) = 1.149, p = .289).

Table 17. Descriptive statistics of marginal means and standard deviations related to the
background noise conditions obtained for the PD (n= 26) and HC (n=24) groups in the context
of the MP task (habitual loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder, maximum loudness).
Background
Noise

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

71.02

4.86

72.31

4.07

65 dB noise

69.06

3.86

69.38

3.13
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Given this noise condition effect during the MP tasks, an important consideration
was to determine if the noise conditions had a modulating effect on the MP task
conditions in the PD and HC groups. In order to examine this potential modulating effect,
a three-way (group by MP task conditions by noise conditions) repeated measures
ANOVA for the dependent measure of speech intensity was performed. Table 17 shows
the descriptive statistics for the noise conditions (no noise and 65dB background noise)
during each of the four MP tasks (habitual, 2x, 4x and Max) for both the PD and control
groups.
Table 18. Descriptive statistics of marginal means and standard deviations related to the
background noise conditions and MP task obtained for the PD (n=26) and HC (n=24) groups.
Background Noise
Condition
No Noise

65dB Noise

MP Task

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Reading
(habitual)

65.82

4.45

65.21

3.75

2x louder

69.35

5.19

71.22

4.60

4x louder

72.97

6.01

74.14

4.89

Maximum
loudness

75.94

5.68

78.69

4.88

Reading
(habitual)

64.15

4.06

64.27

2.73

2x louder

67.72

4.27

67.97

3.26

4x louder

70.79

4.35

71.24

3.78

Maximum
loudness

73.59

3.98

74.06

3.80

The results of the three-way ANOVA indicated that the interaction involving
magnitude production task conditions, background noise conditions and groups on speech
intensity was significant (F (3,144) = 3.715, p = 0.013. The three-way interaction effect is
depicted in Figure 20 and illustrates how the group by noise effect modulates the group
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response in the MP task condition. Specifically, whereas the addition of noise caused the
control group to respond differently across the MP task conditions compared to in no
noise, the noise conditions do not appear to impact the pattern of speech intensity
changes across the MP task conditions in the PD group.
Objective 5 focused on the effect of BGN in response to the MP task in the two
participant groups, however it is noted that the 4 way interaction including the AIF levels
was not significant (F (18,864) = .322, p=.997).
Figure 20. Marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 4 MP task conditions in no
noise and 65dB background noise.

3.5

Imitation Task (Objective 6-7)

3.5.1 Effect of imitation task on speech intensity and the response to AIF in PD and HC
groups (Objective 6)

The first part of Objective 6 was to examine the effects of an imitation task on
speech intensity in PD and HC groups. The second part was to examine the effects of the
imitation task levels on the response to the AIF conditions in the PD and HC groups. In
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order to address part 1, a two-way ANOVA involving the imitation task levels (50dB,
60dB, 70dB, 80dB) and group factors was used.
The results of the two-way (group by imitation task levels) ANOVA indicated
there was a significant main effect of the imitation task (F (3,144) = 26.350, p = 0.000).
The descriptive statistics related to the imitation task levels (50dB, 60dB, 70dB, 80dB)
for all participants are shown in Table 18 and depicted in Figure 21. As the table and
figure suggest, with the exception of the 50dB to 60dB imitation level difference, the
speech intensity produced by participants increased with each successive imitation task
level (p< .05). It is possible that either the perception of the 50dB to 60dB difference or
the ability of participants to imitate sentences with high accuracy at reduced levels is
more difficult. Both the main effect of group (F (1,48) = .225, p= .637) and the group by
imitation task interaction (F (3,144) = .697, p = .556) were not significant.
Table 19. Post-hoc results related to pairwise comparisons involving the marginal means for
the 4 imitation task levels.
Imitation Task
Level

Pairwise comparisons and p values
50dB

Mean

SD

50dB

63.33

3.86

60dB

63.45

3.79

1.000

70dB

64.34

3.85

.002*

<.001*

80dB

65.05

3.76

<.001*

<.001*

* = significant at p < 0.05

60dB

70dB

.002*

80dB
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Figure 21. Marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 4 imitation task levels.

The second part of Objective 6 aimed to examine the potential modulating effect
of the imitation task on the AIF conditions in the two groups. A three-way (group by AIF
feedback condition by imitation level) repeated measures ANOVA for the dependent
measure of speech intensity was performed. The three-way ANOVA results indicate the
group by AIF task by imitation task interaction was not significant (F (18,864) = .919,
p= .555), suggesting that the imitation levels did not have a modulating effect on the AIF
conditions in the PD and HC groups. The two-way interaction involving group by AIF
conditions was significant (F(6,288)= 11.317, p=.000). As depicted in Figure 22, this
interaction confirms that the PD and HC groups continued to show different responses to
the AIF conditions (as previously described in the results for objective 1; reduced slope
by the PD group) even in the context of the 4 imitation tasks.
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Figure 22. Marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 7 AIF conditions in the imitation
task.

3.5.2 The effect of background noise on the response to the imitation task in PD and HC
groups (Objective 7)
Objective 7 was focused on the effects of different background noise conditions
on speech intensity in PD and HC groups in the context of the imitation task. In order to
address this 7th objective, a three-way ANOVA involving imitation task conditions, noise
conditions and group factors was used.
The descriptive statistics related to the noise conditions (no noise and 65dB
background noise) for both the PD and control groups are shown in Table 19. The results
of the two-way (group by background noise) ANOVA revealed a significant main effect
of BGN (F (1,48) = 16.786, p = 0.000). Interestingly and similar to the MP task (but
dissimilar to the other speech tasks), post hoc analysis of simple main effects revealed
that the no noise condition (M = 65.11; SD = 4.74) was associated with higher speech
intensity relative to the noise condition (M = 62.98; SD = 3.39) (p = .000). This result
suggests that participants had more difficulty producing BGN-related increases in
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intensity in the context of the imitation task. The group by noise condition interaction
was not significant (F (1,48) = .331, p = .568).
Table 20. Descriptive statistics of marginal means and standard deviations related to the
background noise conditions obtained for the PD (n= 26) and HC (n=24) groups in the context
of the imitation task (50dB, 60dB, 70dB, 80dB).
Background
Noise

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

64.71

5.26

65.50

4.11

65 dB noise

62.88

3.67

63.08

3.04

Given this noise condition effect during the imitation tasks, an important
consideration was to determine if the noise conditions had a modulating effect on the
imitation task conditions in the PD and HC groups. In order to examine this potential
modulating effect, a three-way (group by imitation task condition by noise condition)
repeated measures ANOVA for the dependent measure of speech intensity was
performed. Table 20 shows the descriptive statistics for the noise conditions (no noise
and 65dB background noise) during each of the four imitation tasks (50, 60, 70 and
80dB) for both the PD and control groups.
Table 21. Descriptive statistics of marginal means and standard deviations related to the
background noise conditions and imitation task obtained for the PD (n=26) and HC (n=24)
groups.
Background Noise
Condition
No Noise

MP Task

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

50dB

63.52

5.06

64.55

4.22

60dB

64.04

5.65

64.90

4.14

70dB

65.23

5.40

65.73

4.15
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65dB Noise

80dB

66.05

5.52

66.83

4.49

50dB

62.77

4.28

62.49

3.61

60dB

62.39

3.79

62.49

3.18

70dB

63.19

4.14

63.21

3.21

80dB

63.18

3.41

64.14

2.93

The results of the three-way ANOVA indicated that the interaction involving
imitation conditions, background noise and group on speech intensity was not significant
(F (3,144) = 1.554, p = 0.203). These results suggest that the background noise
conditions did not have a modulating effect on the speech intensity response to the 4
imitation conditions.
Objective 7 focused on the effect of the imitation task conditions in response to
BGN in the two participant groups, however it is noted that the 4 way interaction
including the AIF levels was not significant (F(18,864)= .820, p=.678).

3.6

Complete Masking Noise (Objective 8-10)

3.6.1 Effect of complete masking noise and speech tasks on speech intensity in PD and
HC groups (Objective 8)
The aim of Objective 8 was to examine the effect of complete masking noise on
speech intensity in PD and HC groups. Objective 8 was focused on two parts. The first
part was to examine the effects of complete masking noise on speech intensity in PD and
HC groups. The second part was to examine the effects of complete masking noise on the
4 different speech tasks in the PD and HC groups. In order to address part one, a two-way
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ANOVA involving noise conditions (no noise and 100dB masking noise) and group
factors was used.
The descriptive statistics related to the masking noise conditions (no noise and
100dB masking noise) for both the PD and control groups are shown in Table 21. The
results of the two-way (group by masking noise condition) ANOVA indicated that there
was a significant main effect of masking noise (F (1,47) = 320.047, p = 0.000). Post hoc
analysis of simple main effects revealed that the 100dB masking noise condition (M =
76.40; SD = 3.11) was associated with higher speech intensity relative to the no noise
condition (M = 67.59; SD = 3.37) (p = .000). The main effect of group and group by
noise condition interaction were not significant (F (1,47) = .035, p = .853; F (1,47) = .061,
p = .805 respectively).

Table 22. Descriptive statistics of marginal means and standard deviations related to the
masking noise conditions obtained for the PD (n= 26) and HC (n=23) groups.
Masking Noise
Condition

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

67.57

3.56

67.60

2.48

100 dB noise

76.27

3.18

76.54

3.57

In order to examine the effect of complete masking noise on the 4 different speech
tasks, a three-way ANOVA involving masking noise, speech task and group was used.
The results of the three-way (group by masking noise by speech task) ANOVA indicated
that there was a significant main effect of speech task (F (3,141) = 100.202, p = 0.000).
The post hoc analysis of simple main effects related to the 4 speech tasks (conversation at
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a near distance, conversation at a far distance, vowel prolongation, and reading) are
shown in Table 22. In general, the post hoc analysis of simple main effects for speech
tasks revealed that speech intensity was increased in the vowel prolongation task
compared to all other tasks and the sentence-reading task had lower speech intensity than
all other tasks.
Table 23. Post-hoc results related to pairwise comparisons involving the marginal means for
the 4 speech tasks (in no noise and complete masking noise).
Pairwise comparisons and p values

Speech Task
Mean

SD

71.19

3.04

73.16

3.24

Vowel

75.08

3.13

Reading
(habitual)

68.55

3.48

Conversation
(near)
Conversation
(far)

Conversation
(near)

Conversation
(far)

Vowel

Reading
(habitual)

<.001*
<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

* = significant at p < 0.05

The group by speech task interaction was also significant (F (3,141) = 4.944, p
= .003). The descriptive statistics related to the speech intensity obtained for the PD and
HC groups during each of the speech tasks are shown in Table 23 and depicted in Figure
23.
Table 24. Descriptive statistics for the 4 speech tasks in the PD (n=26) and HC (n=23) groups.
Speech Task

Conversation
(near)
Conversation
(far)

HC

PD
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

71.80

3.21

70.57

2.82

73.44

3.19

72.87

3.28
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Vowel

74.41

3.37

75.75

2.82

Reading
(habitual)

68.04

3.63

69.07

3.29

Figure 23. Marginal means for the 4 speech tasks by the PD and HC groups (no noise and
100dB masking noise).

Post-hoc analysis involved comparisons between the PD and control groups for
each of the pairwise difference scores related to the 4 speech tasks. Results of the posthoc analysis are provided in Table 24. In general, this post-hoc analysis revealed that the
group differences in speech intensity for the speech tasks was most apparent in the
conversation compared to the other speech tasks (vowel and reading), and that neither the
difference in conversation at near vs. far interlocutor distances nor the difference between
vowel and reading speech tasks differed significantly between groups. This is consistent
with the previous AIF level and slope analysis in Objective 2, confirming that the group
difference is most apparent in the conversational speech tasks rather than the reading and
vowel tasks and this pattern is consistent with and without complete masking noise.
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Table 25. Interaction post-hocs involving a comparison of the two groups (PD vs. HC) for
each of the 6 pairwise difference scores related to the 4 speech tasks (convN – convF), (conN –
read), (convN – vowel), (convF – read), (convF – vowel), and (read – vowel) in no noise and
100dB masking noise.
Difference
Conditions

ConN ConF
ConN –
Vowel
ConN –
Read
ConF –
Vowel
ConF –
Read
Read –
Vowel

PD

HC

PD – HC difference
score t-test
Standard
Mean
error
difference
difference

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

1.64

.75

2.33

1.92

-.69

.41

2.61

2.16

5.25

3.14

-2.64

.76

-3.76

2.94

-1.51

2.37

-2.25

.76

.97

2.19

2.92

3.54

-1.95

.83

-5.40

3.01

-3.85

2.79

-1.56

.82

-6.37

3.58

-6.76

3.12

-.40

.95

t-value

t(48) =
-1.71
t(48) =
-3.49
t(48) =
-2.96
t(48) =
-2.36
t(48) =
-1.89
t(48) =
.41

p
value

.094
.001*
.005*
.022*
.065
.681

* = significant at p < 0.05

The results of the three-way ANOVA also indicated that there was a significant
three-way interaction involving group, masking noise condition and speech task (F
(3,141) =9.796, p = 0.000). In order to interpret this three-way interaction, a separate plot
of the two-way speech task by group interaction was created for each of the two masking
noise conditions (no noise and 100dB masking noise). These two plots are shown in
Figures 24 and 25. The descriptive statistics related to the data in these figures is
presented in Table 25. Visual inspection of these two figures indicates that the group
difference in the speech tasks was more pronounced during the 100dB masking noise
conditions compared to in the no noise condition. In the complete masking noise
condition, the control group had an increased difference in speech intensity between the
conversation tasks and the vowel prolongation task and reduced difference between the
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conversation tasks and the reading task compared to the PD group. However, in the no
noise condition, the speech intensity differences across speech tasks were similar in both
groups.
Figure 24. Marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 4 speech tasks in the no noise
condition.

Figure 25. Marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 4 speech tasks in the 100dB
masking noise condition.
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Table 26. Descriptive statistics for the 4 speech tasks and masking noise conditions in the PD
and HC groups.
Speech Task

Masking Noise

Conversation
(near distance)

Conversation
(far distance)

Vowel
Prolongation

Reading
(habitual)

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

66.36

3.96

65.93

3.27

100dB noise

77.24

3.76

75.22

3.82

No noise

68.86

4.27

69.46

3.56

100dB noise

78.02

3.51

76.28

3.86

No noise

68.83

4.23

69.45

1.77

100dB noise

79.99

3.71

82.05

4.98

No noise

66.25

4.50

65.55

4.06

100dB noise

69.83

3.72

72.60

4.07

3.6.2 Effect of complete masking noise and MP task conditions on speech intensity in PD
and HC groups (Objective 9)
The aim of Objective 9 was to examine the effect of complete masking noise on
speech intensity in PD and HC groups. Objective 9 was focused on two parts. The first
part was to examine the effects of complete masking noise on speech intensity in PD and
HC groups in the context of the MP task. The second part was to examine the effects of
complete masking noise on the 4 different MP task conditions in the PD and HC groups.
In order to address part one, a two-way ANOVA involving noise conditions (no noise
and 100dB masking noise) and group factors was used.
The descriptive statistics related to the masking noise conditions (no noise and
100dB masking noise) for both the PD and control groups are shown in Table 26. The
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results of the two-way (group by masking noise condition) ANOVA indicated that there
was a significant main effect of masking noise (F (1,48) = 21.208, p = 0.000). Post hoc
analysis of simple main effects revealed that the 100dB masking noise condition (M =
74.54; SD = 3.27) was associated with higher speech intensity relative to the no noise
condition (M = 72.11; SD = 4.41) (p = .000). The main effect of group (F (1,48) = 2.071,
p = .157) and group by noise condition interaction were not significant (F (1,48) = .155, p
= .695 respectively).
Table 27. Descriptive statistics of marginal means and standard deviations related to the
masking noise conditions obtained for the PD (n= 26) and HC (n=24) groups in the MP task.
Masking Noise
Condition

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

71.52

4.76

72.70

3.97

100 dB noise

73.75

2.74

75.34

3.76

In order to examine the effect of complete masking noise on the 4 MP task
conditions, a three-way ANOVA involving masking noise, MP task and group was used.
The results of the three-way (group by masking noise by MP task) ANOVA indicated
that there was a significant main effect of MP task (F (3,144) = 260.754, p = 0.000). The
post hoc analysis of simple main effects related to the 4 MP tasks conditions (habitual
loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder, maximum loudness) are shown in Table 27. In general,
the post hoc analysis of simple main effects for the MP task revealed that speech intensity
increased with each successive MP loudness task. The group by MP task interaction was
not significant (F (3,144) = 1.148, p = .332).
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Table 28. Post-hoc results related to pairwise comparisons involving the marginal means for
the 4 MP task conditions (in no noise and complete masking noise).
Magnitude
Production
Task

Pairwise comparisons and p values

Habitual
loudness

Mean

SD

2x louder

Habitual
loudness

68.48

3.48

2x louder

72.47

3.83

<.001*

4x louder

74.80

3.80

<.001*

<.001*

Maximum
loudness

77.56

3.68

<.001*

<.001*

4x louder

Maximum
loudness

<.001*

* = significant at p < 0.05

The results of the three-way ANOVA also indicated that there was a significant
three-way interaction, involving group, masking noise condition and MP task (F (3,144)
=6.617, p = 0.000). In order to interpret this three-way interaction, a separate plot of the
two-way MP task by group interaction was created for each of the two masking noise
conditions (no noise and 100dB masking noise). These two plots are shown in Figures 26
and 26. The descriptive statistics related to this data is presented in Table 28.
Visual inspection of these two figures indicates that while in the no noise
condition the group difference is most apparent in the higher MP task conditions (4x
louder, maximum loudness), in the complete masking noise, the group difference is most
apparent in the lower MP task conditions (habitual loudness, 2x louder).
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Figure 26. Marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 4 MP task conditions in the no
noise condition.

Figure 27. Marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 4 MP task conditions in the
100dB masking noise condition.

Table 29. Descriptive statistics for the 4 MP task conditions and masking noise conditions in
the PD (n=26) and HC (n=24) groups.
Magnitude
Production Task
Habitual
Loudness

Masking Noise

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

66.25

4.50

65.44

4.01

100dB noise

69.83

3.72

72.40

4.10
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2x Louder

4x Louder

Maximum
Loudness

No noise

69.96

5.42

71.63

4.64

100dB noise

73.13

3.22

75.14

4.08

No noise

73.50

5.64

74.67

4.90

100dB noise

75.10

2.81

75.94

4.52

No noise

76.37

5.45

79.05

4.50

100dB noise

76.93

2.46

77.87

4.01

3.6.3 Effect of complete masking noise on speech intensity and performance on the
intensity imitation task in PD and HC groups (Objective 10)
The aim of Objective 10 was to examine the effect of complete masking noise on
speech intensity and the performance on the intensity imitation tasks in PD and HC
groups. The first part of Objective 10 was to examine the effects of complete masking
noise on speech intensity in PD and HC groups. The second part was to examine the
effects of complete masking noise on the 4 different intensity imitation task conditions in
the PD and HC groups. In order to address part one, a two-way ANOVA involving noise
conditions (no noise and 100dB masking noise) and group factors was used.
The descriptive statistics related to the masking noise conditions (no noise and
100dB masking noise) for both the PD and control groups are shown in Table 29. The
results of the two-way (group by masking noise condition) ANOVA indicated there was a
significant main effect of masking noise (F (1,48) = 76.474, p = 0.000). Post hoc analysis
of simple main effects revealed that the 100dB masking noise condition (M = 70.55; SD
= 4.66) was associated with higher speech intensity relative to the no noise condition (M
= 65.26; SD = 3.87) (p = .000). The main effect of group (F (1,48) = 2.736, p = .105) and
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group by noise condition interaction were not significant (F (1,48) = 2.417, p = .127
respectively).
Table 30. Descriptive statistics of marginal means and standard deviations related to the
masking noise conditions obtained for the PD (n= 26) and HC (n=24) groups in the imitation
task.
Masking Noise
Condition

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

64.86

5.17

65.66

4.03

100 dB noise

69.21

3.63

71.89

4.11

In order to examine the effect of complete masking noise on the 4 imitation task
conditions, a three-way ANOVA involving masking noise, imitation task and group was
used. The results of the three-way (group by masking noise by imitation task) ANOVA
indicated that there was a significant main effect of imitation task (F (3,144) = 34.375, p
= 0.000). The post hoc analysis of simple main effects related to the 4 imitation tasks
conditions (50dB, 60dB, 70dB, 80dB) are shown in Table 30. In general, the post hoc
analysis of simple main effects for the imitation task revealed that speech intensity
increased with each successive imitation loudness condition. The group by imitation task
interaction was not significant (F (3,144) = .324, p = .808).
Table 31. Post-hoc results related to pairwise comparisons involving the marginal means for
the 4 imitation task conditions (in no noise and complete masking noise).
Pairwise comparisons and p values

Imitation Task
Mean

SD

50dB

66.80

3.73

60dB

67.51

3.93

50dB

.023*

60dB

70dB

80dB
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70dB

68.21

3.97

<.001*

<.001*

80dB

69.10

3.76

<.001*

<.001*

<.001*

* = significant at p < 0.05

The results of the three-way (group, masking noise condition and imitation task)
ANOVA were not significant (F (3,144) = 0.568, p = .637).

3.7

Instruction to Ignore Auditory Feedback (Objective 11-12)

3.7.1 Effect of instructions to ignore auditory feedback on speech intensity and the
response to AIF in PD and HC groups (Objective 11)

Objective 11 was focused on two parts. The first part was to examine the effects
of the instruction to ignore the auditory feedback on speech intensity in PD and HC
groups. The second part was to examine the effects of the instruction to ignore feedback
task on the response to the AIF conditions in the PD and HC groups. In order to address
part 1, a two-way ANOVA involving the instruction to ignore conditions (reading at
habitual loudness with no instructions, reading with instruction to ignore the auditory
feedback and maintain a constant speech intensity) and group factors was used.
The results of the two-way (group by instruction conditions) ANOVA indicated
that there was a significant main effect of the instruction condition (F (1,48) = 57.927, p
= 0.000), and indicated that speech intensity produced by participants when asked to
ignore the auditory feedback (M=61.82; SD= 3.39) was significantly reduced compared
to when asked to read at a habitual loudness with no instructions regarding the auditory
feedback (M= 64.86; SD= 3.38, p= .000). Both the main effect of group (F(1,48)= .157,
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p= .694), and the group by instruction condition interaction (F (1,48) = .056, p = .814)
were not significant.
Given there was an effect of the instruction condition on speech intensity, the
second part of Objective 11 was to examine the potential modulating effect of this
instruction condition on the AIF conditions in the two groups. A three-way (group by
AIF feedback condition by instruction condition) repeated measures ANOVA for the
dependent measure of speech intensity was performed. The three-way ANOVA results
indicate the group by AIF task by instruction condition interaction was not significant (F
(6,288)= .382, p= .890). This is depicted in Figures 28 and 29 such that the slope of the
PD and control group are similar across the two instruction conditions however the
overall intensity is reduced in the instruction to ignore auditory feedback condition
(Figure 29). The AIF by group interaction was significant (F(6, 288)= 5.315, p=.000),
consistent with previous findings (reduced slope of the PD group). This is depicted in
Figure 30.
Figure 28. Marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 7 AIF conditions in the reading
with no instruction task.
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Figure 29. Marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 7 AIF conditions in the reading
with an instruction to ignore auditory feedback task.

Figure 30. Marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 7 AIF conditions in the instruction
to ignore auditory feedback conditions (combined with and with no instruction).

3.7.2 The effect of the instruction conditions on the response to background noise
conditions in PD and HC groups (Objective 12)

Objective 12 was focused on the effect of different background noise conditions
on speech intensity in PD and HC groups in the context of the instruction conditions. In
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order to address this objective, a three-way ANOVA involving instruction conditions,
noise conditions and group factors was used. The results of the three-way ANOVA
indicated that there was no significant main effect of the noise conditions (F (1,48) = .950,
p = 0.334), and no significant three-way interaction (F (1,48) = .439, p = .511). These
results suggest that in the context of the instruction conditions, the noise condition did not
impact the speech intensity produced by the PD or control group. Descriptive statistics
related to this result are presented in Table 31.
Table 32. Descriptive statistics of marginal means and standard deviations related to the
background noise conditions obtained for the PD (n= 26) and HC (n=24) groups in the
instruction to ignore auditory feedback conditions (with and without instruction).
Background
Noise Condition

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

63.45

3.73

62.92

2.93

65 dB noise

63.58

3.38

63.41

2.92

3.8

Self-Loudness Perception (Objective 13-17)

3.8.1 Self-loudness perception ratings of speech intensity in the context of the MP Task
and the response to AIF in PD and HC groups (Objective 13)

Loudness perception ratings were obtained during 3 of the 7 AIF levels (-10dB,
0dB, +10dB) during the MP task. Participants were asked to indicate how loud they
perceive their own speech (self-loudness rating) by placing a dash along a visual
analogue scale line (endpoints labeled low loudness and high loudness). Measurement of
these ratings was collected in millimetres (mm). In order to examine these ratings across
the two groups, objective 13 was focused on two parts. The first part was to examine the
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loudness perception ratings during the Magnitude Production (MP) tasks in PD and HC
groups. The second part was focused on the examination of self-loudness perception
ratings during the MP task while also experiencing the AIF conditions in the PD and HC
groups. In order to address part 1, a two-way ANOVA involving the MP levels (habitual
loudness, 2 times louder, 4 times louder, maximum loudness) and group factors was used.
The results of the two-way (group by MP task levels) ANOVA indicated that
there was a significant main effect of the MP task (F (3,144) = 48.002, p = 0.000). The
descriptive statistics related to the loudness perception ratings in the MP task for all
participants are shown in Table 32 and depicted in Figure 31. As the table and figure
suggest, the loudness perception ratings by participants increased with each successive
magnitude production level (p<.001). The main effect of group was found to be
significant (F(1,48)= 4.665, p= .036). Interestingly, the PD group was observed to have
higher self-loudness ratings (M=61.09; SD= 16.93) compared to the control group
(M=53.62; SD= 17.62). This higher self-loudness value is contrary to the lower speech
intensity values that were found in the MP task (and all other speech tasks). To
emphasize this potentially important difference between the PD participants’ perceived
self-loudness and their actual speech intensity, Figure 32 is a re-presentation of Figure 14
from Objective 4 to allow for a visual comparison alongside the self-loudness figure
(Figure 31) of the self-loudness ratings and speech intensity values for the MP task.

Table 33. Post-hoc results related to pairwise comparisons of loudness perception ratings (mm
on a 100mm visual analogue rating scale) involving the marginal means for the 4 MP levels.
Magnitude
Production
Level

Pairwise comparisons and p values
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Habitual

Mean

SD

2x louder

Habitual

47.32

10.51

2 x louder

56.30

12.64

<.001*

4 x louder

60.86

14.53

<.001*

.001*

Maximum

64.94

17.15

<.001*

<.001*

4x louder

Maximum

.001*

* = significant at p < 0.05

Figure 31. Loudness perception marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 4 MP task
levels.

Figure 32 (14). Marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 4 MP task levels.
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The group by MP task interaction was not significant (F (3,144) = .717, p = .543).
Another interesting finding was that the two-way interaction involving group by AIF
conditions was not significant (F (2,96)=2.039, p=.136). Therefore, the PD and control
groups had similar loudness perception ratings across the different AIF conditions,
despite consistently showing significantly different speech intensity responses in all other
objectives. Figure 33 (loudness perception ratings) and Figure 34 (modified Figure 15
from Objective 4), highlight the distinction between the speech intensity responses and
the loudness perception ratings to AIF in the two groups.
Figure 33. Mean loudness perception ratings for PD and HC groups and the 3 AIF levels in
the MP task.
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Figure 34 (Modified Figure 15). Mean speech intensity for PD and HC groups and the 3 AIF
levels in the MP task.

Given there was an effect of the MP task on loudness perception ratings, the
second part of Objective 13 aimed to examine the potential modulating effect of this MP
task on the AIF conditions in the two groups. A three-way (group by AIF feedback
condition by MP level) repeated measures ANOVA for the dependent measure of
loudness perception rating was performed. The three-way ANOVA results indicate the
group by AIF task by MP task interaction was significant (F (6,288)= 2.288, p= .036),
suggesting that the MP levels had a modulating effect on the AIF conditions in the PD
and HC groups. This three-way interaction is depicted in Figures 35, 36, 37, and 38 and
descriptive statistics are provided in Table 33. It appears this significant interaction is a
result of the loudness perception in the 4x loudness and maximum loudness MP
conditions. As depicted in Figure 37, 38 and Table 33, the control group produced a
steeper slope across the AIF levels compared to the PD group in these conditions. This
steeper slope of loudness ratings across AIF levels by the control group is in contrast to
the relatively consistent flatter slope of loudness ratings by the PD group.
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Figure 35. Loudness perception marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 3 AIF
conditions in the reading at habitual loudness MP task.

Figure 36. Loudness perception marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 3 AIF
conditions in the reading at 2x louder MP task.
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Figure 37. Loudness perception marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 3 AIF
conditions in the reading at 4x louder MP task.

Figure 38. Loudness perception marginal means for the PD and HC groups across 3 AIF
conditions in the reading at maximum loudness MP task.

Table 34. Descriptive statistics for loudness perception ratings in the 4 MP task levels and AIF
levels in the PD and HC groups.
Magnitude
Production Task
Habitual

AIF Level

PD
Mean

HC
SD

Mean

SD
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Loudness

2x Louder

4x Louder

Maximum
Loudness

-10dB

36.99

15.28

28.64

14.15

0dB

46.01

14.59

42.27

10.96

+10dB

66.73

13.68

63.30

15.03

-10dB

47.82

22.48

36.35

17.49

0dB

56.95

13.75

50.22

16.64

+10dB

74.27

10.96

72.18

13.34

-10dB

52.87

25.28

37.81

23.30

0dB

63.40

18.04

52.28

17.74

+10dB

79.95

10.18

78.82

13.00

-10dB

54.01

31.06

43.09

26.19

0dB

68.68

20.69

54.60

21.83

+10dB

85.36

8.20

83.90

11.38

3.8.2 The effect of background noise on self-loudness perception ratings in the MP task
by PD and HC groups (Objective 14)

Objective 14 was focused on two parts. The first part was to examine the effects
of a background noise conditions on self-loudness perception ratings in PD and HC
groups. The second part was to examine the effects of the noise conditions on the selfloudness ratings during the MP task conditions in the PD and HC groups. In order to
address part 1, a two-way ANOVA involving the noise condition (no noise and 65dB
noise) and group factors was used. In order to address part 2, a three-way ANOVA
involving MP task conditions, noise conditions and group factors was used.
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The descriptive statistics related to the loudness perception ratings in the noise
conditions (no noise and 65dB background noise) for both the PD and control groups are
shown in Table 34. The results of the two-way (group by background noise) ANOVA
indicated that there was a significant main effect of noise (F (1,48) = 4.583, p = 0.037).
Post hoc analysis of simple main effects revealed that the no noise condition (M = 58.56;
SD = 12.77) was associated with higher ratings of perceived loudness relative to the
65dB noise condition (M = 56.15; SD = 12.94) (p = .037). These perceptual rating results
are consistent with the measures of speech intensity produced in noise conditions from
Objective 5. The group by noise condition interaction was not significant (F (1,48) =
1.129, p = .293).
Table 35. Descriptive statistics of loudness perception rating marginal means and standard
deviations related to the background noise conditions obtained for the PD (n= 26) and HC
(n=24) groups in the context of the MP task (habitual loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder,
maximum loudness).
Background
Noise

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

62.89

12.30

54.23

13.24

65 dB noise

59.28

13.80

53.01

11.90

Given this noise condition effect during the MP tasks, an important consideration
was to determine if the noise conditions had a modulating effect on the loudness ratings
in the MP task conditions in the PD and HC groups. In order to examine this potential
modulating effect, a three-way (group by MP task conditions by noise conditions)
repeated measures ANOVA for the dependent measure of loudness perception ratings
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was performed. This three-way ANOVA was not significant (F (3,144) = 1.198, p =
0.313.
Objective 14 focused on the effect of noise conditions in response to the MP task
on loudness ratings in the two participant groups, however it is noted that the 4 way
interaction including the AIF levels was not significant (F(6,288)= .434, p=.856).
3.8.3 Self-loudness perception ratings of speech intensity in the context of the instructions
to ignore auditory feedback and the response to AIF in PD and HC groups (Objective 15)

Loudness perception ratings were also obtained during 3 of the 7 AIF levels (10dB, 0dB, +10dB) in the context of the instructions to ignore auditory feedback. In
order to examine these ratings across the two groups, Objective 15 was focused on two
parts. The first part was to examine the loudness perception ratings of the instructions to
ignore conditions (with and without instructions) in PD and HC groups. The second part
was to examine the loudness perception ratings of speech intensity in the instructions
conditions in the context of the AIF levels in the PD and HC groups. In order to address
part 1, a two-way ANOVA involving the instructions conditions (no instruction, with
instruction) and group factors was used.
The results of the two-way (group by instruction conditions) ANOVA indicated
that the main effect of instruction condition (F (1,48) = 2.110, p = 0.153) and the group
by instruction condition interaction (F (1,48) = .043, p = 0.836) were not significant.
The two-way interaction involving group by AIF conditions was not significant (F
(2,96)= .162, p=.850), Thus, (similar to in the MP task), the PD and control groups had
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similar loudness perception ratings across the different AIF conditions, despite showing
significantly different speech intensity responses in the different instruction conditions.

3.8.4 The effect of background noise on self-loudness perception ratings in the instruction
to ignore auditory feedback conditions by PD and HC groups (Objective 16)

Objective 16 was focused on the effect of different background noise conditions
on loudness ratings in PD and HC groups in the context of the instruction conditions. In
order to address this objective, a three-way ANOVA involving instruction conditions,
noise conditions and group factors was used.
The main effect of noise conditions (F(1,48)=.058, p=.811), noise by group
interaction (F(1,48)=.329, p=.569), and three-way (instruction by noise by group)
interaction (F(1,48)= .002, p=.966) were not significant.
3.8.5 Self-loudness perception ratings of speech intensity in the context of complete
masking noise in the MP task (Objective 17)

Self-loudness perception ratings were also obtained during the MP task in the
context of complete masking noise (100dB background noise). Objective 17 was focused
on two parts. The first part was to examine the effects of complete masking noise on
loudness perception ratings in PD and HC groups. The second part was to examine the
effects of complete masking noise on the self-loudness ratings obtained during the MP
task conditions in the PD and HC groups. In order to address part one, a two-way
ANOVA involving noise conditions (no noise and 100dB masking noise) and group
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factors was used. In order to address part 2, a three-way ANOVA involving MP task
conditions, noise conditions and group factors was used.
The results of the two-way (group by noise conditions) repeated measures
ANOVA indicated the main effect of noise conditions was not significant (F(1,48)=2.618,
p=.112). Descriptive statistics are provided in Table 35. This result suggests that the
participants rated their speech loudness as similar whether in no noise or in complete
masking noise despite producing a significantly increased speech intensity in the
complete masking noise condition compared to the no noise condition (objective 8). The
main effect of group (F (1,48) = 2.089, p = 0.155) and the group by noise condition
interaction (F (1,48) = 3.298, p = 0.076) were not significant. It should be noted that
although this interaction was not significant, the control group rated their speech as
louder in the complete masking noise whereas the PD group did not.
A three-way ANOVA (MP task by noise conditions by group) was used to
examine the loudness perception ratings during the MP tasks when combined with the
masking noise conditions. The main effect of MP task was significant (F (3,144) =
92.760, p = 0.000). The descriptive statistics related to the loudness perception ratings in
the MP task for all participants in the two noise conditions are shown in Table 36 and
depicted in Figure 39. As the table and figure suggest, the loudness perception ratings by
participants increased with each successive magnitude production level (p<.000). This is
consistent with the speech intensity levels from Objective 9. The three-way ANOVA
results indicate the group by noise conditions by MP task interaction was not significant
(F (3,144)= 2.364, p= .074).
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Table 36. Descriptive statistics of loudness perception rating marginal means and standard
deviations related to the complete masking noise conditions obtained for the PD (n= 26) and
HC (n=24) groups in the context of the MP task (habitual loudness, 2x louder, 4x louder,
maximum loudness).
Complete
Masking
Noise

PD

HC

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

No noise

60.89

14.36

50.15

16.42

100 dB noise

60.24

17.14

61.41

17.82

Table 37. Post-hoc results related to pairwise comparisons of loudness perception ratings
involving the marginal means for the 4 MP levels in the context of the noise conditions (no
noise and 100dB noise).
Magnitude
Production
Level

Pairwise comparisons and p values

Habitual

Mean

SD

Habitual

42.66

13.03

2 x louder

53.87

14.34

<.001*

4 x louder

64.58

14.56

<.001*

.001*

Maximum

71.58

14.82

<.001*

<.001*

* = significant at p < 0.05

2x louder

4x louder

.001*

Maximum
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Figure 39. Loudness perception marginal means for PD and HC groups and the 4 MP task
levels in the context of the noise conditions (no noise and 100dB masking noise).
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Chapter 4: Discussion

Sensorimotor integration deficits have been hypothesized as an explanation for
several of the clinical symptoms associated with PD including hypokinesia and
bradykinesia (Bronstein et al., 1990; Klockgether & Dichgans, 1994; Rinalduzzi et al.,
2015)). Previous research suggests that the speech problems in PD may be related to
abnormal auditory perception or auditory-motor integration processes. Despite the work
conducted on speech intensity perception and production, there remains a paucity of
literature addressing this issue in the context of a range of communicative situations and
speech tasks. Error correction tasks enable the study of this potentially dysfunctional
system in PD. Thus, the current study examined the impact of altered intensity feedback
on speech intensity regulation in PD. The aim of this study was to provide descriptions of
the response to AIF in the context of a range of communicative tasks and conditions as
the regulation of speech intensity may vary depending on the communication
environment and communicative goals. Speech tasks and varying degrees of
communicative goals and the effects they may have on speech intensity are not always
predictable but are identified as having potential effects on intensity in PD. So, the
current study sought to examine the effects of different speech tasks on intensity and the
response to altered auditory feedback during different speech tasks.
In addition, two different communicative environments were included because of
their well-known effects on intensity level. These conditions included interlocuter
distance and background noise. Increases in interlocuter distance and the level of
background noise are consistently associated with increases in speech intensity. These
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conditions were also examined during altered intensity feedback conditions in order to
better understand the role of auditory feedback during these intensity-modulating
conditions.
Two different intensity production tasks were included to examine the voluntary
production of self-estimated intensity levels and the reproduction of external intensity
levels. The self-estimated intensity production task was a magnitude production task (i.e.
2x louder, 4x louder, maximum loudness) and the reproduction of external intensity
levels task was an imitation task (i.e. target sentences at 50dB, 60dB, 70dB, and 80dB).
The effect of these intensity production tasks on speech intensity were examined in
isolation and when combined with altered intensity feedback.
A self-loudness perceptual rating procedure was included in the study in order to
examine the participants’ self-perception of loudness during the condition and task
related changes in speech intensity. An important aspect of this part of the study is the
comparison of self-loudness perception and actual speech intensity production.
The use of altered auditory feedback for speech intensity may involve voluntary
or involuntary control. An instruction to ignore the altered auditory feedback condition
was included to examine the participants’ ability to deliberately ignore the altered
auditory feedback and maintain a constant loudness of their voice. This task was
completed with and without background noise.
Another way to examine the extent to which speech intensity is regulated by
auditory feedback is by measuring speech production in complete masking noise. This
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condition involved presenting 100dB of background noise to the speaker and analyzing
their speech intensity in the various communication tasks.
Through this wide range of speech tasks and speaking conditions, a group of
participants with PD was examined to further elucidate the possible abnormal
sensorimotor integration deficit related to speech production.
The next part of the discussion will be organized around each of the study
objectives. These objectives will be discussed in detail so as to provide the primary
findings as well as evidence-based explanations for each specific objective. This will be
followed by a summative discussion of the findings from this study with interpretations
related to our understanding of the role of auditory feedback for speech intensity control
in PD, limitations of the current study, as well as the broader clinical implications.
4.1

Altered Intensity Feedback (AIF)

4.1.1 Effect of AIF on Speech Intensity (Objective 1)
Objective 1 aimed to examine how individuals with PD use auditory feedback for
speech intensity regulation. In particular, this objective examined how PD participants
respond to AIF and how these responses impact speech intensity regulation. This
objective was achieved by analyzing the response to the 7 AIF levels in the context of 4
different speech tasks (conversation near and far, vowel prolongation, reading sentences).
In the current study, all participants (PD and control) displayed a presumed
compensatory response to the AIF levels such that as AIF levels increased, the speech
intensity of participants decreased and vice versa. However, the response to AIF was
different between the two groups. Specifically, the slope of the AIF function was
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significantly reduced in the PD group. In addition, the magnitude of the response to AIF
was significantly reduced in the PD group compared to the control group. This reduced
magnitude of the response to AIF in the individuals with PD was observed in both the
positive and negative directions of AIF. This is in contrast to previous studies that used
an auditory perturbation paradigm. In perturbation studies, responses to very brief
(~200ms) random shifts in auditory feedback are examined typically in the context of
prolonged vowels. These studies found larger magnitudes of compensation produced by
PD groups (Chen et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2016; Mollaei et al., 2013, Mollaei et al.,
2016). However, these studies perturbed vocal pitch and formant frequencies and it is
possible that speech intensity regulation involves different sensorimotor processes than
pitch and formant frequency regulation. Liu and colleagues (2012) however, found larger
response magnitudes in their PD participants with intensity perturbations. It is also
possible that the perturbation paradigm involves different feedback control mechanisms
compared to AIF as the former involves very brief alterations. Some researchers suggest
the compensations observed in perturbation paradigms are involuntary or reflexive in
nature, because these speakers are unable to suppress the response and they occur without
the speakers’ intent (Abur et al., 2018; Zarate & Zatorre, 2008). However, other studies
discuss the possibility of a complex response to auditory perturbations such that
depending on the latency of the response, it may be either involuntary (100-150ms) or
voluntary (250-600ms) (Patel et al., 2014). Future PD studies are recommended that
examine the same speech tasks and conditions to compare the perturbation and AIF
paradigms. In addition, examination of response latency in the AIF paradigm is
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recommended for future studies to further examine the possibility of voluntary and
involuntary responses.
Another interesting finding from this objective is that when the negative (-15dB, 10dB, -5dB) and positive (+15dB, +10dB, +5dB) directions were compared, the
magnitude of the compensation response was significantly less in the negative direction (15dB in both groups). This suggests either a possible reduced sensitivity to decreased
loudness (resulting in a smaller compensation response in this direction) or a greater
sensitivity to increases in loudness (resulting in a larger compensation response in this
direction). It is also possible that this is reflective of a reduced relative importance of
decreased loudness of speech to the system such that mechanisms to control for increased
loudness are more “primed” for regulation as only louder speech has the potential to be
damaging and uncomfortable to the speaker.
Overall, the results from Objective 1 provide insight into the use of auditory
feedback for speech intensity regulation in the PD group. Although all participants
produced speech intensity that opposed the direction of the AIF, the PD group’s reduced
response is indicative of abnormal integration of auditory feedback for speech intensity
production. Based on these findings, it is suggested that PD speakers either have
abnormal perception of the intensity of their speech or they are unable to appropriately
integrate the auditory information of their speech for motor execution.
4.2

Speech Tasks

4.2.1 Effect of Different Speech Tasks on Speech Intensity and the Response to Altered
Intensity Feedback (Objective 2)
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The aim of Objective 2 was to examine whether different types of speech tasks
would impact the speech intensity of the participants and also the response to AIF of the
participants. Previous research suggests that individuals with PD produce increased
speech intensity during speech tasks that do not have clear communicative goals, such as
vowel phonation, syllable repetition, and sentence reading (quasi-speech tasks) compared
to monologue tasks (Ramig, Countryman, O’Brien, Hoehn, & Thompson, 1996; Ramig &
Dromey, 1996; Fox & Ramig, 1997). In addition, unlike control participants who show
an automatic adjustment of their speech in conversational samples by increasing their
intensity, PDs display a greater reduction in speech intensity during conversational tasks
(Ho et al., 1999; Winkworth & Davis, 1994). However, in the current study, both
participant groups produced higher speech intensity and a steeper slope of the AIF
function in the conversational speech tasks relative to the sentence-reading task. The
nature of the conversation task may be contributing to the unique findings in the current
study. Specifically, the conversation task in the current study involved a dialogue
between the participant and the experimenter, which may be a different experience
compared to the 20-30 second monologue task used in previous studies (Hansen & Boril,
2018). The higher conversational speech intensity and steeper AIF slope in the current
study may be related to the increased communicative demand of conversing with another
person compared to reading a sentence, such that the speech motor planning system
places a greater priority on intelligible speech while conversing. Further, the conversation
task, in the context of increased interlocutor distance, led to increased speech intensity in
both groups. This finding is consistent with previous interlocutor distance studies in non-
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neurologically impaired participants (Cheyne et al., 2009; Traunmüller & Eriksson, 2000)
and in PD participants (Adams et al., 2010; Ho et al., 1999; McCaig et al., 2015).
In the context of the AIF paradigm, group differences related to the different
speech tasks emerged. Particularly, the group difference in the AIF slope function was
most pronounced in the conversation task relative to the vowel prolongation and reading
tasks. In other words, the PD group produced significantly reduced compensations to the
altered feedback specifically in the context of having a conversation. This was in
comparison to the PD’s similar responses compared to the control group in both the
vowel and reading tasks. Adams and Dykstra (2009) hypothesized that the compounded
attentional demands associated with a conversation task may have an impact on speech
intensity regulation. This may provide an explanation as to why these speech task
differences were observed. Based on this hypothesis, a difference in the PD response to
the reading task compared to the conversation task is expected, because a reading task is
presumably less demanding of attentional resources. Specifically, if increased attentional
demands are forcing the PD group to produce reduced compensations in the conversation
task, then increased responses to the AIF (in comparison to the conversation task) are
expected in the reading task. It is important to note, however, that responses to the AIF
by the PD group in conversation (far distance) and the reading task were similar in the
current study (Figure 9). Thus, alternative explanations for the more apparent reduced
response by the PD group in the conversation tasks are warranted.
A communicative-goal hypothesis is suggested. The increased communicative
goals or demands associated with the conversation task provide a possible explanation.
Perhaps we engage in different feedback processes or place increased priority on auditory
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feedback of our own voice when engaged in speech tasks requiring clear communicative
goals and greater communicative demands. It is possible that in PD, either this increased
priority is not engaged for cognitive reasons (e.g. Theory of Mind), or subcortical
mechanisms and subcortical/cortical pathways are disrupted such that this feedback
monitoring-motor execution process is not appropriately initiated or is excessively
inhibited. Future studies are recommended that systematically manipulate attentional
demands (e.g. cognitively demanding dual tasks) and speech tasks with varying
communicative intent to further elucidate the current findings and explanations.
The current study expands on previous work by Ho and colleagues (1999) who
found that individuals with PD failed to adjust their volume (positive direction AIF level
testing only) in a conversation task, and results from studies of altered feedback on quasispeech tasks (syllable, reading, and counting tasks), which found that PD participants
respond similarly to controls (Brajot et al., 2016; Coutinho et al., 2009; Ho et al., 1999).
Interestingly, although the current study found reduced compensations by the PD group
in the conversation tasks, the difference between responses to AIF in the different
interlocutor conditions by the PD group was similar to the control group. Thus, the PD
group does not display an overt deficit in distance judgment as it pertains to conversing
with a listener, which may be suspected if a further reduction was observed in the far
interlocutor distance condition. Rather, the PD group displayed an overall disruption in
the regulation of speech intensity and abnormal use of altered auditory feedback in all
conversation tasks. The current study suggests that individuals with PD have abnormal
processing of auditory information for speech intensity regulation, and this disruption
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particularly impacts their ability to regulate speech intensity in the context of speech
tasks with clear communicative goals (i.e. conversational speech).
4.3

Background Noise

4.3.1 Effect of Background Noise on Speech Intensity and the Response to Altered
Intensity Feedback (Objective 3)
Objective 3 aimed to examine the effect of different background noise conditions
on speech intensity and whether the noise conditions would affect the AIF response.
Consistent with previous studies (Adams et al., 2006; Garnier et al., 2010; Ho et al.,
1999; Lane & Tranel, 1971; Pick et al., 1989) the presentation of background noise was
found to elicit an increase in speech intensity (i.e. Lombard response) in both groups (PD
and controls). Individuals with PD-related hypophonia have been shown in previous
studies to display an “overall gain reduction” for speech intensity and a gradually
decreasing signal-to-noise ratio with increasing background noise (Adams et al., 2006;
Ho et al., 1999; Iulianella et al., 2008). PD participants in the current study were not
observed to produce speech intensity at a reduced level compared to the controls in the
background noise condition. It is possible that a reduced intensity was not observed in the
current study PD group due to the variance and/or hypophonia severity levels of the
participants.
The abnormal response to AIF in the PD group observed in objective 1 appeared
to be differently affected by the background noise. Specifically, although the PD group
produced a flatter slope in the AIF response than the controls in no noise, in the context
of 65dB background noise, the group difference was emphasized (PD group was
observed to produce a much flatter slope of the AIF function compared to the control
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group). It appears that when individuals with PD are speaking in a noisy environment,
abnormal sensorimotor integration for speech intensity regulation is more pronounced. It
is possible this is a result of a reduced range of speech intensity production capacity
(Clark et al., 2014; De Keyser et al., 2016). However evidence from the MP task in
Objective 5 indicates that the PD group in the current study had a larger speech intensity
range capacity (64.15dB-75.94dB; 11.79dB range) compared to the range that was
utilized in these speech tasks with background noise (67.58dB-69.55dB; 1.97dB range).
Therefore, when the environmental condition requires a change in speech intensity, the
range of available speech intensity or the intensity capacity is not being appropriately
engaged.
The Lombard effect has been shown in a wide range of non-human animals and
evidence suggests that the primary neural mechanisms for this response are subcortical
(for a review see Luo, Hage, and Moss, 2018). However other studies have demonstrated
that humans have a certain degree of control over the response and therefore a volitional
neural network is also proposed (Luo et al., 2018; Patel & Schell, 2008). Similar to the
speech task effect observed in Objective 2, the group differences in this Objective may be
related to the reduced ability of the PD group to appropriately engage mechanisms in
tasks with clear communicative goals. In the control group, the background noise may be
eliciting a feedback monitoring process that is distinct from that used in the no noise
condition due to the fact that speech intelligibility is at risk of being compromised in
noise; a communicative-goal hypothesis as it relates to the Lombard response. In fact,
previous studies have considered this as a possible explanation for the Lombard effect,
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such that this reflex is engaged so as to mediate reduced speech intelligibility and
maintain clarity of speech when communicating (Patel & Schell, 2008).
Overall, the current study suggests that the abnormal processing of auditory
information for speech intensity regulation observed in PD may be particularly
pronounced when speaking in noisy environments.
4.4

Magnitude Production (MP) Task (Objective 4-5)

4.4.1 Effect of MP Tasks on Speech Intensity and the Response to Altered Intensity
Feedback (Objective 4)
The aim of Objective 4 was to examine the effects of a Magnitude Production
(MP) task on speech intensity and to determine if the MP task would modulate the
response to AIF.
MP tasks require a scaling of speech intensity across productions. This task is
inherently complex, as it requires the speaker to perceive the loudness of their voice,
estimate a comparatively higher level of self-loudness, and accurately perform the motor
output to achieve the intended loudness. This task therefore involves deliberate selfestimation and self-monitoring of speech production with a greater degree of focus on
internal targets relative to other speech tasks (i.e. conversation, imitation tasks) and the
MP task may require less external guidance or focus than other speech tasks such as
imitation. Overall, participants in the current study were observed to successfully
complete the task and successively increase the intensity of their speech across MP task
conditions. The current study is consistent with work by Dromey and Adams (2000), and
did not find a significant difference between PD and control participants. In contrast, a
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previous study by Clark and colleagues (2014) found a flatter slope of the loudness
function in their PD participants. However Clark and colleagues (2014) examined a wider
range of MP task conditions (i.e. 2 additional soft conditions; 2x and 4x softer), and the
flatter slope found in their study may be attributed to these additional conditions. It is
worth noting, however, that although the difference between groups did not reach
significance in the present study, the PD participants were observed to produce a slightly
flatter slope of the MP response than the controls.
Interestingly, the previously observed flatter PD slope of the AIF function
obtained for the Objective 1 speech tasks (conversation, vowel prolongation, reading at
habitual loudness) was found to remain flatter in the PD group during the MP conditions
as well. Thus, despite the MP task involving deliberate self-monitoring of speech
intensity, the PD group continued to show an abnormality in their use of auditory
feedback to regulate their speech intensity. This is important because both groups
displayed successive increases in speech intensity across the MP task levels. Therefore, it
may be suggested that the PD group is using an alternate method in order to monitor and
make these successive increases in speech intensity. This also suggests that a scaling
ability is present in the PD group. As previously discussed, the MP task is a more
internally focused speech task and external feedback may not play a large role. If PD
speakers have a particular deficit in the processing of external feedback for motor control
(i.e. excessive inhibition), perhaps the highly internal focus of the MP task is why they
are generally more successful in achieving a similar MP function to controls. In contrast,
the overall gain setting was abnormal in the PD group (overall reduced loudness
compared to controls), but this initial gain setting may be less reliant on internal targets
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and rather an external focus is required. It is possible that the PD group is unable to use
external information for appropriate gain setting.
The near significant three-way interaction involving group, MP task, and AIF
levels provided insight into the use of auditory feedback for speech regulation in the MP
task. Results suggest that control participants made presumed compensations to the
auditory feedback changes in an overall consistent manner across the different MP task
conditions. However, the slope of the AIF function produced by the PD participants
became increasingly flatter as the MP task loudness requirements increased. In other
words, for the PD group, the task requirements of producing louder speech resulted in a
more pronounced reduction in the use of auditory feedback for speech intensity
regulation. This does not appear to be the result of a ceiling effect in speech intensity
capacity in the PD group, as higher intensity responses were observed in the complete
masking noise condition (M= 76.93dB; SD=2.46). However, the maximum loudness
condition of the MP task in the context of AIF is an entirely different experience for the
speaker compared to in the context of masking noise. For example, with positive AIF
levels (+5dB, +10dB, +15dB) the speaker is increasing their loudness while
simultaneously receiving auditory feedback of speech that is even louder, compared to in
complete masking and an absence of auditory feedback altogether. Perhaps the
combination of effects in the maximum loudness condition and AIF, made it even more
difficult for the PD group to use the external feedback appropriately.
4.4.2 Effect of Background Noise on the Response to the MP Task (Objective 5)
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Objective 5 was aimed at examining the effect of different background noise
conditions on speech intensity in the MP task and whether the noise conditions would
affect the AIF responses in this task. Although the Lombard response is typically elicited
in background noise, and this was observed in the context of the other speck tasks
(conversation, vowel prolongation, reading), this response was not elicited in the context
of the MP task. The current study results indicate reduced speech intensity in background
noise and this is inconsistent with observations of the Lombard response in previous
studies (Adams et al., 2006; Garnier et al., 2010; Ho et al., 1999; Lane & Tranel, 1971;
Pick et al., 1989). It is possible that the AIF levels contributed to this unexpected result,
however analysis of the 0dB AIF level yielded a similar effect of reduced speech
intensity in background noise. To our knowledge, only one previous study has looked at
the effect of background noise in the context of a MP task. Clark (2012) did not directly
compare the noise conditions, however their data are suggestive of an increase in speech
intensity in the control group from no noise (62.50-76.70dB MP task range) to the 65dB
background noise condition (68.45-79.92 MP task range). The noise condition difference
in the PD group was 60.89-71.10dB MP task range in no noise to 67.99-75.45dB MP task
range in 65dB background noise. Thus it appears that both the PD and control group
showed a minimum 3dB increase in speech intensity in the 65dB noise condition during
the MP task. Further studies are required to investigate whether a Lombard response is
anticipated across MP task conditions in the context of noise, and possible reasons that
this response was not triggered in the current study.
A previous study examined the ability to suppress the Lombard response, and
suggested that tasks in which increased attention towards speech intensity are possible,
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enable a suppression of the Lombard response (Pick et al., 1989). It is possible that since
the MP task requires specific directed attention towards speech intensity, that Lombard
suppression occurs. In contrast, it is also possible that the additional cognitive/attentional
demands of the MP task produce an “overloaded” system and the appropriate speech
intensity modulations are not engaged. Alternatively, the communicative-goal hypothesis
as it relates to the Lombard response may apply here as well. The Lombard effect is
susceptible to cortical control and increased communicative goals result in increased
Lombard responses (Garnier et al., 2010; Patel & Schell, 2008). Perhaps the MP task
involves reduced communicative intent and so the Lombard response is not elicited. It is
also possible that the internal focus of the MP task produced a reduced Lombard response
similar to what was observed in the PD group in response to the AIF during this task.
The significant three-way interaction (group by noise condition by MP task)
indicates that the pattern of speech intensity changes across the MP task conditions were
less impacted in the PD group. Specifically, the control participants produced a steeper
slope of the loudness function (rate of speech intensity increase across successive
increases in MP task condition levels) in no noise, while the background noise condition
resulted in a flatter slope of the function, however, the PD group was observed to produce
speech similarly in both noise and no noise. Thus, a similar postulation is provided such
that the MP task may be causing the control group to suppress the Lombard response. In
contrast, the MP task does not appear to impact the Lombard response in the PD group to
the same degree.
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4.5

Imitation Task (Objective 6-7)

4.5.1 Effect of Imitation Task on Speech Intensity and the Response to Altered Intensity
Feedback (Objective 6)
Imitation tasks provide a unique opportunity to examine sensorimotor integration
of speech intensity because in order to accomplish this task the individual must process
the auditory information, plan, and execute a corresponding speech intensity level. All
participants produced increases in speech intensity with increasing target intensity levels.
The PD group produced imitations that were reduced in comparison to those of the
control group, however this difference was not statistically significant. These findings are
consistent with a study by Adams and colleagues (2006). Other studies of imitation tasks
by PD participants have shown reduced target imitation levels compared to controls
(Clark et al., 2014; De Keyser et al., 2016), however De Keyser and colleagues found the
group differences in the 80dB imitation level only. Thus, further research is
recommended to determine the degree to which and the conditions under which
performance deficits in imitation tasks may be observed in the PD population. It is
possible that the AIF conditions had an influence on the results in the current imitation
task.
Interestingly, the reduced (flatter) response to the AIF levels in the PD group was
also present in the context of the imitation task. The imitation task itself involves
complex processing across multiple speech-related systems. The participant is first
required to attend to externally generated stimuli (4 different intensity levels), plan a
comparable internally generated intensity, produce the planned imitation with accuracy,
and monitor the intensity of their speech throughout the production. Therefore, this task
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requires attentional/planning/cognitive demands, external perceptual demands, internal
intensity demands, and self-monitoring processes. This complex sequence of demands
coupled with the unique demands of the AIF paradigm, may have caused the PD group to
respond differently to the AIF compared to the control group. It is possible the control
group is better able to manage the complexities associated with combining the imitation
task with the AIF manipulations.
Overall, the reduced response to AIF in this task indicates that the group
difference in the AIF effect is consistent across several tasks and conditions and therefore
seems to be quite robust.
4.5.2 Effect of Background Noise on the Response to the Imitation Tasks (Objective 7)
The aim of Objective 7 was to examine the effect of background noise on the
performance of the imitation task. Similar to the results from the MP task, the addition of
65dB of noise in the imitation task resulted in reduced speech intensity by both groups.
The absent Lombard effect may again be explained by a possible communication goal
hypothesis. It is possible that the Lombard was suppressed due to the lack of clear
communication goals in the imitation task. It is also possible that the task of modulating
speech intensity in the context of noise, forces the speaker to suppress the Lombard reflex
in order to accomplish the target intensity. These hypotheses are possible, since previous
studies have indicated the relative ease of voluntarily suppressing the Lombard response
in the context of a reading task (less demanding task) compared to in
conversation/monologue (Vinney, van Mersbergen, Connor, & Turkstra, 2016; Garnier et
al., 2010). Future studies are suggested to examine perceptual ratings of speaking effort
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in the context of AIF and background noise in a range of tasks in order to examine this in
more detail.
4.6

Complete Masking Noise (Objective 8-10)

4.6.1 Effect of Complete Masking Noise on Speech Intensity during Different Speech
Tasks (Objective 8)
The role of auditory feedback for speech intensity regulation is unclear and the
AIF paradigm used in the current study is one way of examining this in more detail.
Another way of examining the degree to which speakers rely on auditory perception for
speech production is by blocking the auditory feedback entirely. Objective 8 focused on
determining the effect of speech intensity in a range of speaking tasks (conversation,
vowel prolongation and reading sentences) when a speaker is exposed to complete
masking of their auditory feedback. To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine
the effect of complete masking noise on speech intensity in a range of speech tasks.
Analysis of speech intensity when speaking without the ability to monitor auditory
feedback may provide information about the importance of auditory feedback.
The current study found that both individuals with PD and control participants
increased the intensity of their speech while speaking in masking noise. It is possible that
the Lombard effect contributed to this increase in intensity. Future studies could examine
responses to increasing levels of background noise to determine the level at which a
change in speech production occurs and differentiates the Lombard response from the
response to complete masking. In addition, future studies could examine alternate ways to
examine the role of masked auditory feedback in speech intensity regulation such as deaf
speakers with and without cochlear implants.
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Consistent with findings from Objective 2, the control group was observed to
produce speech intensity that was very different across the different speech tasks such
that conversation tasks were found to be distinct from the reading and vowel tasks. When
the difference in each speech task was examined in complete masking noise condition,
the speech task effect became even more pronounced. This suggests that task-related
differences in the communicative goal became more apparent when auditory feedback
was removed in the control group. In other words, it is suggested that the control group
was able to produce speech intensity that was reflective of differences in communicative
goals even when auditory feedback was completely absent. In contrast, the PD group
produced speech intensity that did not reflect this type of communicative intent
distinction and the complete masking noise had a relatively small impact on the
differences across speech tasks. Therefore, it is suggested that in the absence of auditory
feedback, the control group was able to emphasize and prioritize communicative goal
distinctions, whereas the PD group did not produce speech intensity that was reflective of
these same distinctions.
4.6.2 Effect of Complete Masking Noise on Speech Intensity during the Performance of
the MP Task (Objective 9)
Objective 9 focused on determining the effect of complete masking noise in the
context of the MP task. As previously discussed, the MP task involves creating an
internal representation and scaling the production of speech intensity across different
loudness levels. The ability to do so, in the absence of auditory feedback, is important to
understand and may provide insight into the relative importance of external auditory
feedback and the degree of internal focus during this task. Although both groups were
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able to complete the MP task appropriately and increase their loudness with each
successively louder MP condition (whether in no noise or in complete masking), an
interesting finding emerged when the complete masking noise condition was examined. It
was observed that the control group produced a steeper slope across the MP conditions in
the no noise condition and a flatter slope in the masking noise condition. This suggests
that the absence of auditory feedback in the MP task disrupted the control group’s ability
to scale the loudness of their speech.
This is in comparison to the PD group, to whom the masking noise had little
impact on their performance in the MP task. Therefore, in the context of an MP task
produced in a no noise condition, control speakers may have a primarily internal focus,
however there is a degree of feedback monitoring that occurs and is required in order to
scale their loudness and without this feedback (i.e. complete masking), the appropriate
scaling of loudness across the MP conditions is disrupted. In comparison, the current
results suggest that the PD group do not utilize auditory feedback when completing a MP
task and therefore the complete masking of auditory feedback had no effect on their
performance of the MP task.
4.6.3 Effect of Complete Masking Noise on Speech Intensity during the Performance of
the Imitation Task (Objective 10)
The aim of this Objective was to examine the impact of complete masking noise
on performance in the imitation task. As previously discussed, the imitation task involves
complex processes including attentional factors, planning, and integrating both internal
and external information in order to attempt to imitate the 4 different target intensity
levels.
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Participants in both groups were found to increase their speech intensity in the
complete masking noise condition. Unlike the flatter slope observed in complete masking
during the MP task by the control group, the complete masking during the imitation task
did not impact the slope of the imitation function in either participant group. This
suggests that although there is some disruption in the ability to imitate target intensities,
the unique processes involved in maintaining the relative differences across increasing
levels of speech intensity stimuli are less dependent on auditory feedback. It is possible
that because the imitation task involves a combination of external focus (externally
generated stimuli) as well as internal predictions, the participants are better able to reproduce a heard intensity even when auditory feedback of their own voice is blocked. In
other words, it is possible that speakers are better able to scale the loudness of their
speech when an externally generated model is provided (as opposed to an internally
generated model, as in the MP task).
4.7

Instruction to Ignore Auditory Feedback (Objective 11-12)

4.7.1 Effect of Instruction to Ignore Auditory Feedback on Speech Intensity (Objective
11)
The degree to which a speaker has control over the use of auditory feedback for
speech intensity regulation is unknown. Objective 11 aimed to examine the effect of an
instruction to ignore the auditory feedback on speech intensity. Results suggest that the
response to AIF levels was not impacted by the instruction to ignore auditory feedback.
The participants in the current study were unable to voluntarily regulate the intensity of
their speech in the context of AIF and maintain a constant loudness. Instead, they
responded in a similar way across the AIF conditions as they did without any explicit
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instructions. The only difference was that the participants in both groups reduced the
overall intensity of their speech in the instruction to ignore feedback condition. It is
presumed that this observed reduction was caused as the participants attempted to
regulate intensity. Perhaps the added attentional/cognitive demands of this task are
causing a reduced intensity in a similar manner as observed in the effect of background
noise on the MP task and imitation task (Objectives 5 and 7). It is possible that the
instruction to ignore task forces participants to have an internal focus on the loudness of
their speech and the complexity of this task impacts the overall ability to maintain a
typical loudness of speech. Still, the impact of the AIF levels was difficult to ignore for
these participants and similar slopes of the AIF function were observed with and without
instruction to ignore. Thus, the altered intensity feedback effect was robust with the
control group showing a steeper slope while the PD group consistently showing a
reduced slope of the AIF function across most tasks and conditions.
It appears that when auditory feedback is available, the speaker is unable to
voluntarily ignore this and focus on maintaining a constant loudness based on other
speech mechanisms. This difficulty could be due to the saliency of auditory feedback, the
overreliance on this type of feedback, or the under reliance on other types of mechanisms
for monitoring speech intensity. Future studies should consider methods to distinguish
between these possible causes. For example, a potential study could examine the
possibility that alternate mechanisms for monitoring speech intensity are not being
automatically engaged, but if externally cued, these mechanisms could be used to ignore
auditory feedback with greater success. Alternate cues could be provided to participants
to assist with maintaining their loudness such as a visual cue using a sound level meter.
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4.7.2 Effect of Background Noise on the Response to the Instruction to Ignore Auditory
Feedback (Objective 12)
This Objective aimed to examine the effect of background noise on the ability to
ignore auditory feedback. Results suggest that speech intensity was not impacted by the
addition of background noise and the results by both groups were similar. This suggests
that, similar to previous noise-related discussions in earlier sections, it appears that the
attentional demands and/or communicative demands of the task may be working to
suppress the Lombard effect in these participants. The additional attentional demands
required for focus on internal targets and/or the reduced communicative demands of this
reading task are potentially reducing the Lombard effect.
4.8

Self-loudness Perception (Objective 13-17)

4.8.1 Self-Loudness Perception Ratings of Speech Intensity in the Context of the MP Task
and the Response to AIF (Objective 13)
This Objective aimed to examine the self-loudness perception ratings of all
participants in the MP task. All participants rated their speech as successively louder with
each successive MP condition. Of interest, the PD group was observed to rate the
loudness of their speech as being louder compared to the control group despite the PD
group producing reduced speech intensity. Consistent with previous studies of loudness
perception in PD, the current study found that individuals with PD have an inaccurate
perception of their self-generated speech loudness (Clark et al., 2014; Ho et al., 1999; Ho
et al., 2000; De Keyser et al., 2016; Kwan & Whitehill, 2011) and overestimate their
loudness.
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Further, with regard to the AIF levels, although the PD group produced a flatter
slope of the function in the MP task, they nevertheless rated the loudness of the speech
similarly to how control participants rated their loudness. Thus, these results suggest that
the PD group also have an inaccurate perception of the scaling of their loudness. In other
words, as the AIF levels increased and the actual speech intensity of the PD group
decreased very minimally (flat slope of the AIF function), they nevertheless perceived
their speech to be louder and continued to overestimate their loudness.
Although the following did not reach significance (approached), the PD group
was observed to produce a flatter speech intensity slope of the AIF function specifically
in the maximum loudness MP condition. The PD loudness ratings did not accurately
match this speech intensity finding. In fact, the PD loudness ratings remained fairly
consistent (flatter slope) across all MP conditions. The previously discussed primarily
internal focus of the MP task may help to explain these findings. If the PD group is overreliant on internal targets in this task (possibly related to deficits in their external
feedback system), then these internal targets are the basis of their estimations and
inaccurate overestimations of loudness may be expected. In other words, the PD group
may be relying on their internal targets for their loudness ratings and consequently their
ratings are based on their expectations of produced loudness rather than on the external
auditory information of their actual productions.
4.8.2 Effect of Background Noise on Self-Loudness Perception Ratings of Speech
Intensity in the Context of the MP Task (Objective 14)
This Objective aimed to examine the effect of background noise on loudness
perception ratings in the MP task. The loudness ratings in background noise were
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consistent with the intensity produced; all participants rated their speech as louder in the
context of no noise and quieter in noise. This finding suggests that the internal focus of
the MP task may be guiding these judgments. The participants may have based their
loudness ratings on the anticipated target of loudness they were aiming to achieve in each
condition.
The PD group displayed a reduced slope across increasing MP task loudness
conditions, however their ratings remained similar to the control group. The internal
focus of the MP task may also explain why the differences in speech intensity were
observed between groups and across MP conditions however the ratings between groups
remained similar. These findings support the previous literature suggesting that
individuals with PD have an inaccurate perception of the loudness of their own voice
(Clark et al., 2014; Ho et al., 1999; Ho et al., 2000; De Keyser et al., 2016; Kwan &
Whitehill, 2011). The current study expands on previous findings and proposes that PD
participants overestimate the loudness of their speech, and these inaccuracies are present
in the context of altered auditory feedback.
4.8.3 Self-Loudness Perception Ratings of Speech Intensity in the Context of the
Instruction to Ignore Auditory Feedback and the Response to AIF (Objective 15)
This Objective aimed to examine the loudness perception ratings while
participants were asked to ignore the auditory feedback of their speech and maintain a
constant loudness. Since participants were asked to rate their speech loudness while being
instructed to maintain a constant loudness level, is important to note that in the context of
this task, participants were essentially completing an accuracy rating of their ability to
maintain their loudness.
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The loudness ratings in this task were similar across groups and similar whether
in the no instruction condition or the instruction condition. This is consistent with the
findings of similar speech intensity produced in these two conditions. This is also
consistent with anecdotal evidence during data collection. While completing the
instruction to ignore auditory feedback task, participants in both groups noted that they
believed they were keeping their loudness constant through the study (including when no
instructions to ignore feedback were provided). Therefore, the similarity in loudness
perception ratings were to be expected. This also means that participants perceived their
efforts to ignore auditory feedback were accurate.
With regard to the AIF levels, although the PD group produced a flatter slope of
the AIF intensity function, they nevertheless rated the loudness of their speech similarly
to control ratings. These results are consistent with findings from other Objectives in the
current study that suggest the PD group had an inaccurate perception of their speech
loudness/intensity. In other words, as the AIF levels increased and the actual speech
intensity of the PD group decreased very minimally (flat slope of the AIF function), they
nevertheless overestimated the loudness of their speech.
4.8.4 Effect of Background Noise on Self-Loudness Perception Ratings of Speech
Intensity in the Context of the Instruction to Ignore Auditory Feedback (Objective 16)
It was important to determine if the addition of background noise would impact
the loudness perception ratings during the instruction to ignore auditory feedback
condition. Consistent with the actual speech intensity produced in noise during this task,
the loudness perception ratings were not different than the perception ratings in no noise.
These findings suggest that the instruction to ignore auditory feedback task was difficult
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for the participants to accomplish with accuracy however they believed they were able to
complete the task appropriately. The participants may have been using internal targets
(and ignoring external auditory feedback) to perform the reading task. It is suggested that
participants in this study may have the false impression that their internal targets are
reliable sources of information. These results also suggest that whether loudness ratings
are made in noise or no noise, the perception of loudness is unchanged.
4.8.5 Effect of Complete Masking Noise on Self-Loudness Perception Ratings of Speech
Intensity in the Context of the MP Task (Objective 17)
The aim of this Objective was to examine the loudness perception ratings made
by participants when completing the MP task in complete masking noise. To our
knowledge, this is the first study to examine loudness perception ratings in complete
masking noise. Since no auditory feedback was available during this task, the participants
were to use any strategy they wanted to make their loudness ratings. If a participant
inquired about how to rate their loudness, they were encouraged to use alternate methods
such as ratings based on “how it feels” or “how much effort”.
Although participants accurately rated their loudness as successively louder with
each MP condition, they were observed to have overall similar ratings of loudness
whether in no noise or in complete masking noise. This did not align with the increased
intensity that was produced in the complete masking noise condition and suggests that it
is difficult to make loudness perception ratings when auditory feedback is completely
blocked.
Interestingly, the PD and control group ratings were not statistically different,
however a trend was observed in the data such that the control group rated their speech as
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louder in complete masking noise (consistent with the increase in intensity). The PD
group was not observed to perceive an intensity increase when speaking in complete
masking noise. This is in contrast to the PDs consistent overestimations of their loudness
in all other conditions (no noise and in background noise). It is possible this is a
reflection of a somatosensory deficit or deficit in sense of effort in addition to the
auditory self-loudness deficit observed in the previous study objectives. The results
related to the current objective indicate that complete masking noise differently affects
controls and PDs and this difference is primarily related to an auditory feedback deficit.
4.9

Summary of Discussion

The current study contributes to our understanding of hypokinetic dysarthria in
PD and advances our specific understanding of the role of auditory perception in PDrelated hypophonia. Individuals with PD were observed to produce a flatter AIF response
compared to the controls in all of the experiments in this study. The overlay of
background noise, varying interlocutor distance, speech task, MP tasks, imitation tasks,
and instructions to ignore auditory feedback had relatively little impact on this AIF
response. These findings indicate the robustness of a reduced AIF response in PD and
advance our understanding of a speech auditory-motor deficit in PD. Specifically,
individuals with PD are suggested to either have abnormal perception of the intensity of
their speech or were unable to appropriately integrate the auditory information of their
speech for the production of intended intensity levels (auditory-motor goals).
The following 3 hypotheses are suggested based on preliminary evidence from the
current study. We suggest that PDs may have 1) a primary deficit in the planning of
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internal intensity targets, 2) a deficit in the processing of external auditory feedback
related to intensity, or 3) a deficit in the processes related to the integration of external
self-loudness perception and internal estimation of self-loudness production. Results for
tasks and conditions that have less reliance on external feedback and perhaps greater
reliance on internal intensity planning were associated with the PD group having speech
intensity that was closer to that of the control group (i.e. MP task). Conversely, tasks
requiring more reliance on external feedback were associated with the PD group having
speech intensity that was distinct from the control group (i.e. speech tasks such as
conversation). Therefore, we propose that individuals with PD have a greater deficit in
the processing of external auditory feedback (hypothesis 2) and in the integration of
external and internal feedback processes (hypothesis 3). Although there may be a deficit
in planning internal targets for speech production (hypothesis 1), or a reduced efference
copy according to the DIVA model, this is less supported by the evidence in the current
study. It is not completely rejected however, since the PD group was observed to show a
deficit in gain setting for internally generated speech targets (i.e. MP task) such that the
PD group produced a lower intensity of speech despite showing a successive increase in
speech intensity across the MP conditions that was similar to the control group.
The current study provides new descriptions of the sensorimotor integration
abnormalities in PD. Research that has examined sensorimotor integration as it relates to
other motor movements have typically found “overreliance” of sensory information (such
that in the absence of sensory input, individuals with PD have shown an increased deficit
in motor production) and movement undershoot in the absence of this information
(Almeida et al., 2005; Martens et al., 2013; Bronstein et al., 1990; Klockgether &
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Dichgans, 1994; Rinalduzzi et al., 2015; Teulings et al., 2002). The current study showed
movement undershoot in the form of reduced compensations to altered feedback,
however responses in the absence of auditory feedback suggest the PD group has an
“under reliance” on sensory information for speech motor movements. This under
reliance is proposed because the PD group’s speech was not affected when auditory
feedback was blocked, suggesting the reliance or use of external feedback of their speech
is reduced compared to the control group. This under reliance may be related to
compensatory mechanisms of the PD motor speech system for the previously described
deficit in processing externally generated feedback, the excessive inhibition of external
feedback, or in the capacity to integrate sensory information.
It is possible that the sensorimotor integration abnormalities observed in PD are
related to abnormal sensory gating. Sensory gating is the neurological process of filtering
irrelevant or redundant sensory signals and the basal ganglia are thought to play a role in
this process as it relates to motor function (Juri et al., 2011; Graybiel et al., 1994; Mink,
1996; Kaji, 2001). Previous studies suggest the possible role of abnormal sensory gating
for PD motor movement (bradykinesia) (Conte et al., 2017) and describe potential taskrelated effects on the degree of sensory gating (grips tasks) (Lei et al., 2018). Gulberti
and colleagues (2015) suggest reduced sensory gating in the auditory domain in PD (as
evidenced from increased auditory evoked potentials to stimulus repetition; an indicator
of lack of habituation to auditory stimulus presentation). How this relates to sensorimotor
integration for speech is unclear. The reduced response by PD participants to altered
auditory feedback in the current study suggests a reduced degree of sensory gating as it
relates to auditory feedback for speech intensity production. It seems plausible that if the
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degree of sensory gating is reduced in PD, the amplitude of the intensity signal is
increased, leading to abnormal responses to altered feedback, as well as overestimations
of self-loudness. However this is speculative and future studies are recommended to
examine auditory evoked potentials during altered intensity feedback and better
understand sensory gating for PD-related hypophonia. Further recommendations include
participants completing auditory-sensory tasks (e.g. loudness discrimination, just
noticeable difference, loudness matching tasks, etc.) while speaking. In addition, studies
could examine different speech tasks (e.g. conversation, vowel prolongation) as well as
different speech measures (e.g. pitch, articulation) to determine whether task-based
differences exist in sensory gating of speech in PD.
In the current study, a PD deficit related to the sensorimotor integration for speech
intensity when speaking with clear communicative goals was observed and this was
particularly pronounced when speaking in noisy environments. It is possible that
individuals with PD have a pronounced difficulty maintaining communication goals in
naturalistic environments due to the associated increase in demands, and this difficulty
may be related to the observed deficits in processing and/or integrating of external
feedback.
The current study supports and expands on previous literature related to abnormal
loudness perception in PD specific to self-produced speech. In the current study, it is
proposed that the overestimated self-loudness ratings are a result of a deficit in the
external feedback system. In other words, the PD system may involve under reliance on
external feedback, and we propose there may be an increased reliance (over-reliance) on
internal predictions (feedforward processes), which leads to inaccuracy in loudness
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perceptions in this population. Mollaei and colleagues (2013) suggest that basal ganglia
damage may be causing an amplification of reafferent sensory feedback (sensory
information generated by self-produced movements). Similarly, Arnold and colleagues’
findings (2014) indicate that in PD, there may not be adequate suppression of the
auditory cortex while speaking. These findings may help to explain the inaccuracy in
loudness perceptions observed in the current study.
4.10

Study Limitations and Directions for Future Research

The current study focused on average intensity across an utterance or condition,
however it is possible that other speech parameters may have been affected by the AIF
paradigm. Previous studies have suggested that changes in speech intensity are reflected
in changes on other speech processes (e.g. articulation, vowel space, first and second
formants) (Huber & Darling, 2011; Dromey & Ramig, 1998; Huber & Chandrasekaran,
2006), and so future studies are recommended to examine the impact of AIF on related
speech parameters. Related to this, the method by which intensity adjustments were
achieved by the different groups were not examined in this study. For example relative
laryngeal or respiratory contributions and mouth opening dynamics may be investigated
in future studies.
Variability across a task may be important to examine in future studies. The
current study did not examine variation across utterances or the possible adaptation to
AIF across and within a condition or task. It is possible that utterance length may play a
role in this type of consideration with certain tasks such as conversation being more
susceptible to possible adaptation effects. In addition, possible intensity declination
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effects are an important avenue for future research as Rosen and colleagues (2005) found
task-based differences in this measure.
The PD participants in the current study were all selected based on the presence of
hypophonia in their speech. Experimenter AA collected all data for this study and as an
SLP graduate student with 4 years of experience with PD patients, assigned a rating of
hypophonia severity (mild, moderate, severe, or a combination of two) based on
subjective analysis of speech outside of the experimental protocol. Based on these
perceptual ratings, on average the PD participants were rated as mild-moderate (range=
mild – moderate/severe). In addition, objective measures of average speech intensity was
compared between the PD and control groups and although on average the control group
was louder than the PD group, no significant group differences were observed in any of
the speech tasks (conversation, reading, vowel). This is consistent with the ratings of
mild-moderate hypophonia. This presents a potential limitation of this study since it is
unclear whether responses to AIF would be different in individuals with severe
hypophonia. Despite the low hypophonia severity of the PD participants in the current
study, the reduced responses to the AIF paradigm are robust, suggesting that the
underlying deficit is present even with mild speech problems.
Another limitation of the current study is the heterogeneity in the presentation of
the participants with PD in terms of the disease duration, severity of their symptoms and
PD-related medication. The variability in disease severity presents a limitation of the
current study, as do most studies of PD, as the range of motor and non-motor symptoms
vary widely across the PD population (Chaudhuri, Healy, Schapira, 2006; Foltynie,
Brayne, Barker, 2002).
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The current protocol did not include testing the PD group in “on” versus “off”
medication states. Therefore the role of the basal ganglia as it relates to PD auditorymotor dysfunction is unknown. Although the impact of dopaminergic medication on
aspects of speech and auditory processing are unclear, future studies are recommended to
examine the potential effects of medication on sensorimotor integration and specifically
on the response to AIF.
Participant visits were scheduled so as to minimize possible fatigue, however no
direct measures of fatigue were obtained for the current study. Fatigue can be a
debilitating symptom in PD (Friedman, Abrantes, & Sweet, 2012). Fatigue has been
associated with reduced communication participation (McAuliffe, Baylor, & Yorkston,
2017) and increased effort while speaking (Solomon & Robin, 2005). Therefore, future
AIF studies should include measures of perceived fatigue. However a study by Makashay,
Cannard, and Solomon (2015) indicated an overall fatigue-resistant speech system in PD
speakers.
Speech-motor control involves the complex coordination of large groups of
muscles across multiple systems, including phonatory, resonatory and respiratory systems.
Sensory monitoring for speech intensity regulation may involve auditory processes as
discussed in the current study, however it may also include other forms of sensory
processing such as somatosensory and proprioception. It may be possible to alter or mask
these other forms of sensory input in order to examine the relative contribution of each
for speech intensity regulation in control as well as PD populations. The exclusion of
these other processes is a potential limitation of the current study, however is suggested
as an interesting avenue for future research.
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4.11

Theoretical and Clinical Implications

The current study has important clinical and theoretical implications related to the
understanding of auditory-motor speech processes in PD and also related to therapeutic
considerations for PD-related hypophonia. Current treatment recommendations for PDrelated hypophonia include training of internal targets (e.g. increased effort for speech
loudness). Given the current proposed increased deficit in processing external feedback,
integrating this information for motor production, and the deficit in self-loudness
perception, (in comparison to a deficit in internal targets) then treatments that focus on
enhancing or correcting auditory feedback deficits may need to be given greater
consideration in future clinical investigations.
We suggest consideration of therapeutic options for re-training the processing and
integrating of external feedback for speech intensity regulation. For example, visual
feedback of speech intensity may be used to train auditory perception of external
intensity stimuli as well as self-produced intensity targets. It may be possible to train the
system over time, to rely on auditory information and use this information for appropriate
speech intensity control.
There is also the potential for development of new training aids and assistive
devices to provide accurate feedback related to speech intensity. For example, a speech
intensity-monitoring device that could provide feedback signals (i.e. a warning tone) to
the speaker when their speech intensity falls below a target loudness level. Future clinical
investigations could explore the benefits of this type of external feedback monitoring
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device or use as a potential training system or as a long-term assistive device for
improving hypophonia in PD.
Therapy options may also include external feedback-based communication
training so that patients are better able to use communication-related cues (i.e. gestures,
eye contact), and speaking conditions (i.e. interlocutor distance, background noise) to
appropriately regulate their speech intensity.
4.12

Conclusion

The current study systematically manipulated auditory feedback in sensorimotor
conditions that are known to modulate speech intensity in naturalistic contexts. Overall
results indicate that individuals with PD display a reduced response to the altered
intensity feedback in all speech tasks. These results significantly contribute to our
understanding of sensorimotor integration in PD and suggest abnormal processing of
auditory feedback for speech intensity regulation. There is preliminary evidence to
indicate a specific deficit related to the processing and integration of external feedback
for speech-motor production in PD, and this is distinguishable from controls. This work
has important theoretical and clinical implications relative to our understanding of the
role of auditory feedback for speech intensity control in PD populations.
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